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Rev. A1 Sharpton Among 200 Demonstrators

Johnnie Cochran To
Address Nation's Top
Black Cops

Arrested In St. Louis, Mo.
NEW YORK, NY-Rev

Interstate 70, and the state

erend Al Sharpton, President

department’s 14% goal for

of the National Action Net
work (NAN), and one of

minority contracting is not

Edward

PORTLAND, OR - A

law enforcement officials at

Lewis, the CEO and Publisher
of ‘Essence Magazine’,

lively discussion is expected

the CEO Speakers Forum for a

when noted attorney Johnnie

dialogue on police miscon

“Sharpton is the renaissance

Cochran addresses the nation’s

duct, racial profiling and

man and torchbearer for civil

largest group of minority commend-level law enforcement

excessive use of force.
Cochran is involved in the
litigation for the family of 19-

According

to

enough for projects in St.
Louis, where census figures
show the city’s population is

Thomas Menino, took part in a
public hearing to oppose dis

almost evenly split between
black and white residents.

crimination against minority

next century. He is a man who

bankers in the city of Boston

has evolved from Brooklyn

officials at the Doubletree
Hotel in Portland, OR, Satur

The protest in St Louis

where a pending merger

preacher to viable candidate

day, July 24th. Cochran is one

July 12th, to protest the Mis

was the largest act of civil dis

between Fleet Financial Group

for the U.S. Senate. From local

souri Highway Department’s

obedience in recent history and

and Bank Boston threatens to

action campaigns against drug

of the featured guests at the
CEO Symposium Speakers

contracting practices.
According to Sharpton and

will have national ramifica

isolate minority bankers and

dealers to national projects

Forum at the National Black

separate federal investigations

tions for employment discrim

customers.

such as ‘Second Chance’, a

are underway. He is also repre

other St. Louis demonstrators,

ination across the country.

Law Enforcement Executives
(NOBLE) Annual Training

America’s foremost civil rights
and political leaders, was
among 200 demonstrators
who shut down Interstate 70 in
St Louis, MO, on Monday,

Rev. Ai Sharpton

crimination and labor employ
ment discrimination.
v
Earlier this week, Sharpton
and the Mayor of Boston,

Sharpton has emerged as

rights who will lead us into the

program for non-violent
felony offenders who have

minority-owned companies

The St. Louis demonstra

are being excluded from high
way contracts across the coun

tion was part of a series of
ongoing rallies that Rev.

try, and people of color aren’t
being hired for construction
jobs. Approximately $130 mil

Sharpton has initiated to

an advocate for virtually every

protest police racial profiling,

significant cause for civil liber

racial

ty, community empowerment

County, MD, will join legisla

lion is being spent to refurbish

police brutality, banking dis

and economic equality.

tors, civil rights activists and

corporate

profiling,

one of . the major political
spokespeople for the black

leadership in tiie country and is

served their prison sentences.
People call Rev. Sharpton,

because they know he’ll listen,
and they know he’ll act”

Conference and Exhibition.
Cochran, who is currently
representing alleged excessive
use of force lawsuits in River

side, CA, and Montgomery

year-old Tyisha Miller, who
was shot to death by police
officers as she sat in a car with

a gun in Riverside, CA Two

senting the family of Junious
Roberts, who was shot to death

while resisting arrest after a
traffic stop by a Montgomery

County, MD, Police Officer.
•
Please See CochranStory Below
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Howard Academy Class Of 1946

Cochran
The circumstances surround
ing both shootings are in dis

pute.

From Story Above

State and Municipal Agency

Heads. They meet yearly at the
Training Conference to discuss

NOBLE is widely in

police practices and develop

volved in the development of
policies and training programs

strategies for their organiza
tions and NOBLE’s training

for law enforcement depart

programs. The Speakers
Forum is a new addition to the

ments arid officers, offering
instruction in proper proce
dures and circumstances under
which officers should display
and discharge their weapons.
The Speakers Forum will be
moderated by NOBLE Execu
tive Director Robert L. Stewart
Who has discussed these same
issues on Geraldo Rivera Live
and BET Tonight with Tavis
Smiley.

The NOBLE CEO Sym
posium is a gathering of Chiefs

Symposium agenda.
NOBLE is a 3,500 mem
ber, non-profit organization of
command-level minority law

enforcement officials from
federal, state arid municipal
law enforcement agencies
across the country.

The organization is based
in Arlington, VA, just outside
of Washington, DC.

NOBLE
is commit
ted to Justice By Action.

of Police, Sheriffs and Federal,

Marion County Board
Of County
Commissioners Extend
Public Hearing To
August 4th----------------OCALA- Members of the

Good News! What Good
News?
~
~———
DECATUR GA - The

jail as it does going to col-

|

I

Marion Levy Public Library

open to the public, will be held
in the Ocala Public Library

Advisory Board Building and
Site Committee have sched-

meeting room, located at 15
SE. Osceola Avenue, Ocala,

a meeting for Monday,
July 26,1999 at 10:30 am.

Florida.
For more information call

This meeting which is

Joy Vecchio at 629-8551.

Our grand business in life, is not to see what lies dimly at a distance, but

recent Newsweek focus .on
‘The Good News About Black

lege-13%.

America’ made a compelling

moving up the ladder of eco

case for African-American
Greek-letter organizations to

nomic success, most remain

mired in the same comparative

continue their programmatic

quotients of disproportionate

work of community uplift.
The fright major African-

attainment.
Greek-letter organizations

American Greek-letter organi
zations are rooted in precepts

must continue programs that
spur black students towards

by Slade O’Brien, Director of CSE
TALLAHASSEE - President Clinton has finally

concerning the advancement
of black people. That is why

academic achievement, pro

Offered his new plan for Medicare, but it isn’t clear why

grams that move communities
towards better living and eco

he calls it a “reform” package. Clinton’s solutions are

stay, and for those in hospices facing terminal illnesses.

about as effective as several small band-aids on an

Two-thirds of seniors have outpatient prescription drug

nomic empowerment initia

Ebola patient. His two big ideas - expanding Medicare

coverage through employer-sponsored insurance, sup

that there have been social arid

tives that will yield opportuni
ties for business ownership

and spending projected surplus tax revenues will likely

plemental Medigap insurance, Medicare HMOs, state

economic gains in Black

make Medicare’s long-term problems worse.

and jobs.

programs, or other sources: Medicaid Covers prescrip
tion drugs for low income seniors.

While many blacks are

the Newsweek report hits
home with Greeks.
hi shorf the article notes

America, but the quotients of
comparative data show that
what we may call gains, would

The Newsweek article not
Lloyd J. Jordan, Esq.

be called failure by other pro

still $21,378 less than the aver

gressive cultures.

age for whites (based on 1997
statistics).

The article notes that black

36%, arid a maigjnal rise for
black females 15% to i9%.

same time, income is even

Of particular concern are
statistics relative to young peo
ple.

Meanwhile, black males are
going in the opposite direction
dropping alarmingly 15% to
13%. These are scary figures

higher for other Americans

College completion rates

because it gives us a prognosis

and unemployment is twice

were on a steady rise between
1981 and 1997 for while males

for the future of 'which we

income is higher and unem

ployment is lower; but at the

the rate of whites.
Black median income is at

climbing 28% to 34% and

need to be concerned. Black
America has the same amount

a ‘record high’ of $34,644; but

white femalesjumping 24% to

of young black males going to

to do what clearly lies at hand

'

';

- Thomas Carlyle

CLINTON’S BAND-AID APPROACH
TO MEDICARE REFORM

Medicare is in the fast lane on the orad to bankrupt
cy. Last year, Medicare spent $9 billion more, than it

problem. Medicare already provides prescription drug
coverage for seniors undergoing inpatient hospital care,
for those in nursing facilities recovering from a hospital

Retirees that already have private coverage shouldn’t

only makes a compelling case
that we must turn up the inten
sity on our various programs,

received in tax revenues, and its Trust Fund will be

be forced into a government-run program. Instead of tar

empty by the year 2015. Even though the program
spends more than $200 billion per year; most retirees are

geting the seniors who need coverage but don’t have it,

but it has also helped define

forced to buy supplemental insurance for services not

Since Medicare cannot afford this additional spending,

our agenda going into the next
millennium.

covered by Medicare,

President Clinton wants seniors to pay new monthly pre

Nevertheless, Mr. Clinton wants to add a major new
benefit: outpatient prescription medicine. He proposed a

plus. That is the President’s second big idea of “reform”:

SAVE
WATER!

new program to be called Medicare Part D-just to
administer this benefit Everyone wants seniors to have
the medicines they need, but is the best solution more
bureaucracy?

In a way, this programs a solution in search of a

the Clinton plan gives a limited benefit to all seniors.

miums and to take funds from the projected budget sur
shoring up the Medicare Trust Fund with promises of

billions of extra tax dollars-far in the future. The presi
dent’s plan would fake $800 billion over the next 15
years from the general budget surplus to supplement
these funds. Continued on page -2-
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Chief Sponsor Of Congressional

Gold Medal Of Honor
DeLores Tucker, as fee main

speaker at fee BefeuneDuBois Associate Members’
Issues Forum program.
“The world stood still,” Dr.

Tucker solemnly declared,
“because of what you did!”
Hyperbole! Hardly. Ms.
Carson has received world

and wry effective humor,
vowed to look into this matter
personally.
She certainly did feat, and
with a mighty boost from radio

take her seat, a Capitol Hill

with a single-minded dream of
securing the Congressional
Gold Medal of Honor for Mrs.

policeman held her up. He told
her die would have to wait

Rosa Parks, fee “Mother of fee
Civil Rights Movement” She

until congress adjourned
before she could enter and

first wondered if this heroic
figure had ever been serious

begin cleaning!

consideration for fee honor.

the congressional chambers to

But Ms. Carson didn’t get

mad. She just chuckled until
another cop came along and
pointed out the embarrassing
mistake.
The lady’s cool! And

therein, perhaps, lies her

Informed she had not, and that
Congress had overlooked her
for more than 44 years, Ms.
Carson, a plain talking, take no
prisoners abide no simplistic

nonsense personality who is a
mass of grit, determination,

talk show host Tom Joyner and
BET talk show host Tavis
Smiley, among others, she
pulled it off. Congress passed a
bill, chiefly sponsored by Ms.
Carson, awarding Mrs. Parks,

the African American lady
who refused to give up her seat

to a white man, its highest
honor!
A packed audience at fee
House Rayburn Building on
Capitol Hill, gave Ms. Carson
a standing ovation when she

seling will be held at no charge

Rosa Parks. Still basking in fee
glow, she grinned widely as

at fee St. Petersburg Business

ter call 893-7146.
‘Minority/Women Owned

Development Center, 1045
16th Street South, St Peters

Business Certification’ wokshop, Thursday, July 29th,

15 years, it will still be bureau

cratic and wasteful.

home

burg.
‘Financial Counseling’
sessions, Tuesday, July 27th,
10am-7pm, provided by Con

2pm-4pm, provided by fee
City of St Petersburg, Minori

continued, “how many of you
know her now?” The room lit

erally exploded.
Since its inception in 1987,

BDI has conducted more than
100 issue forums and pro
grams designed to provide
African American profession

als and youths with fee oppor
tunity to network wife local,
national and international deci

sion-makers.
In addition to Dr.Tucker,
fee president, other BDI offi
cials were: Jesse Hill, chair
man, a prominent Atlanta
businessman; William Tucker,
vice Chair; Dayton Watkins,
treasurer; Ofield Dukes, secre
tary; and James Christian, Esq.
general counsel

was introduced by Dr. C.

productive community lives.

(without graphics) version list

the Internet to access a variety
of services leading to employ
ment and independent com
munity life at Abilities of Flori
da’s
new
website
http://www.abilitiesofflorida.c
an.
Abilities is a nationally rec

ed on fee home page.
The Abilities web site was
designed and developed by
Sealund & Associates Corpo
ration, which specializes in
multimedia
presentations,
computer-based training, and

with offices in many areas of

Internet users can access
sites describing rehabilitation
services, job training, assisted
living, affordable and accessi
ble housing, and cultural aits
programming. Employers can
use fee site to learn about
incentives for hiring people
wife disabilities, and Ameri
cans wife Disabilities act con

Abilities of Florida hopes to
reach more people in need of

the state. Headquartered in

sultation and compliance ser

has

trained thousands of people

rehabilitation and retum-towork services. Last year alone,
a record 579 people were
placed in jobs wife 493 differ
ent companies at salaries
exceeding $8.4 million. Fully^

Intemel/web site design ser

accredited by fee Commission

vices.
Since its inception in 1959,

on Accreditation of Rehabilita

Abilities has helped thousands
of people come to know fe

rently celebrating its 40th year

vices. Internet users wife visu

al impairments can access ser-

dignity of a meaningful exis-

grounding in fee liberal arts, a

spring.
Among the graduates was

broad range of programs in fee

St Petersburg resident Hunter
W. Herring, who received a
BS in Computer Systems

processional areas, and state-

Engineering.

heart of a city rich in cultural
and intellectual attractions, fee

gram. For more .information
and to register call 893-7146.

sumer Credit Counseling Ser

would also like to make many
minor alterations to fee fabric

of Medicare, it would remain a

care

WfiA

versity offers an exceptional

one-size-fits-all
program.
Seniors would be stuck wife

many more. Even though

to extend these options to

Congress has a bipartisan plan

vice. For more, information
and to register call 585-0099.
‘How to Collect on Bad

‘Business Counseling’ ses
sions, Friday, July 30th, 10am-

Checks’ workshop, Tuesday,

Corps of Retired Executives

July 27th, 4pm-6pm, provided
by State Attorney’s Office. For

(SCORE). For more informa
tion and to register call 893-

fee package of benefits feat
politicians wasn't to give them,
and most would still need to
buy additional insurance to
cover fee gaps in this coverage.

more information and to regis

9686.

Arid Medicare’s bankruptcy

seniors. Why does President

would still loom in fee not-too
distant future. Seniors should

ca’s seniors these choices?

2pm, provided by Service

ter call 893-7146.

Medicare beneficiaries, the

President’s plan would rather
give more power to govern
ment bureaucrats instead of

Clinton want to deny Ameri

Medicine For
Natalie
Less
n’t fall for a scam like this one.

WASHINGTON - Are

phone numbers and addresses

you unable to pay for the medicatrin you need? Many phar
maceutical compenies offer
free or discounted prescrip

of 85 pharmaceutical compa
nies, and an easy to use index
of the 1,500 drugs they make,

tions, through rarely publi
cized programs, to patients
who meet criteria for assis
tance. The programs vary in
scope and eligibility require
ments.
To make fee information
more widely know, The Cost

as well as several discount
mail-order sevices.
The information is avail

da A&M University. She is a
Life Gets Better Scholar and

member of fee Golden Key,
Epsilon Pi TaU and Phi Eta

Sigma honor, societies. She is

versity in the United States,
with an enrollment of nearly

and Capital Outlook newspa
pers and for fee Criterion and

Journey magazines. She is cur
rently on internship wife the

Houston Chronicle, Natalie is

able to download from The

a member of fee university’s
two-time National champion
Honda All-Star Challenge aca

Institute’s Internet Web ate,

demic team (1998-1999) and

burg.

www.institute-dc.oig or for a
paper copy send $5. to cover

fee cost of printing, postage
and handling to: Institute Ful

Containment Research Insti

fillment Center, Prescription

tute in Washington DC has

Drug Booklet #:PD370, P.O.

published a 32-page booklet,
‘Tree, and Low Cast Prescrip
tion Drugs”. The booklet list

Box 462, Elmira NY 149020562.

tiie daughter of Nathaniel and

Cheryl Tindall of St. Peters

Rep. Miller
will be open minded and fair to
the suggestion of the Supervi
sor of Elections and the Plan

tricts, prior to the election. As'
fee sponsor of fee bill, Miller

ning Commission. After all fee
School Board was opposed to

and his support.

going to single member dis

stands ready to lend his help

higher

loan limits,

fa*

you can buy your

and research. Located in the

s of higher learning.

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

dream home

30,000 students in its 15

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help
you overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

/ was having bad luck, miser
able and it seemed like every
thing was against me. Just a
few visits to Rev. Mother
Superior Williams and now I'm
doing fine with a good home
and good man who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, •
enemies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true
or false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or
influence the action of anyone, even though' miles away. Tell
you of lucky numbers. She has helped thousands, through all
walks of life. She will advise on love, marriage, business,
health, divorces, lawsuits, luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells,
success and evil influences of all kinds. Tells who your friends
and enemies are. Guarantees to remove all evil and bad luck!
WHY SUFFER when you can be helped and freed from all
your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write to her today.

.

Since 1934 we've helPed oyer 26 million Americans get into new
38il h°meS' And Startin9 th'S yeOr' HUD CQn help you 9et a home loan for

gpl J UPto $208,800. Be sure to check with your lender to find out what
the FHA-'nsured loan limits are in your area. We can also help you
with any questions you might have. Just call 1 -800-HUDS-FHA and ask

for our free 100 Questions and Answers brochure. It'll tell you how
to get an FHA loan for as little as 3% down. How to choose the right

lender. How to prepare yourself for the homebuying process.

And. much more. In fact, if you're looking for a home, it's all

r"\"| "|

the information you need.

HUDandFHA are on your side.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581

From Page. 1

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY

of-fee art facilities for teaching

University is one of fee
nation’s preeminent institution

I
From Page. 1

is a member of fee FAMUAN

arts, engineering, science and

Boston University is the
third largest independent uni

lower

members of Congress current
ly enjoy these choices and

With FHA's new
<*4*4 tyk-t/lM&W to,
fe

or

deductibles and co-payments.
Federal employees and

of service to the community.

Boston University
Graduates St. Pete
Resident
degrees to 5,071 students this

ty Business Enterprise Pro

Through the President

tion Facilities, Abilities is cur

with all types of disabilities for

schools and colleges. The Uni

for their individual circum
stances. For example, while

award was presented to Mrs.

tence. Through fee . Internet,

BOSTON - Boston Uni
versity awarded academic

select the coverage that is right

some seniors will want outpa
tient prescription drug cover
age, others would prefer insur
ance for long-term nursing

vices by clicking fee text-only

Abilities

it still runs like an old car.

Even if Medicare receives an
extra $800 billion, after these

mainstream employment and

Clearwater,

day, July 28th, lpm-4pm, pro
vided by St Petersburg Certi

they should be able to use
Medicare’s limited funds to

car a major overhaul first.”

with disabilities can now use

ognized nonprofit organization

Assistance’ session, Wednes

Counseling

more information and to regis

Abilities Of Florida Establishes
Website —--------------------- ----------- CLEARWATER - People

Following is fee schedule of
business training/counseling
offered for fee week of July

‘Loan

system for over three decades,

wise noted, all training/coun

was raised. “Now, Dr. Tucker

astounding secret of success.

“Throwing more monty into
this 1965 program is like
putting more gas in an old car,

PETERSBURG -

requires giving seniors more
choices. After paying into fee

wide accolades since the

months ago?” Hardly a hand

For as the newest star in con
gress and member of the Con
gressional Black Caucus, she
arrived in Washington in 1997

fine idea - at first. But as Senator John Breaux (D-LA) said

Medicare reform

fied Development Corp. For

audience knew Of her two

WASHINGTON - Rep.

drug proposal, this seems 1 ike a

&

ST.

Real

Just like fee outpatient

26fe-July 30th. Unless other

“How many of you in this

Julia Caison (D-IND) doesn't
talk like a lawmaker. She does
n’t look like one either.
In fact, when she first
arrived and attempted to enter

From Page. 1

Above all, we need to give this

Dr. Tucker continued, asking,

L-R: Ella McCall, Dr. Janet Hoston Harris, Congresswoman Julia Carson,
C. DeLores Tbcker, Beatrice Reed and Catherine Le Blanc.

Business
Development
Center Training

Clinton's Band-Aid
Approach

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY
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St. Pete Residents Speak On City’s Organizations
Proposed Consolidated Plan---------- Join Forces To
Sponsor First
CDC Conference
Gov. Jeb Bush’s program on

The Weekly Challenger Office:
2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

FAMU President Frederick S.

son Riverwalk
Tampa.

Humphries. “We want to revi

Hotel

in

Sponsored by the FAMU

cally so that the trickle down

Institute on Uiban Policy and
Commerce, University of

effect translates into better

da Department of Community
Affairs, the conference will

feature a tour of an ‘East
Tampa Business Incubator’,

panel presentations by suc

mons. “It is my desiip and a

mission presented ah overview

personal passion to see that our
area is renovated as other parts

gram. These funds come from
the United Slates Department
of Housing and Company
Development. “This budget is

Members of “One for All,
AU For One” was presented at
the public hearing representing

of the city’s Consolidated Plan
Budget to members of the city
council at city hall last week.
Several local African

The Commission present
ed an overview of50 proposed
projects at the hearing. The

a part of the Mayor’s Chal
lenge 2000,” said Joseph John

the youth of St Petersbuig’s
Southside Keith Herrington,
Corina Wiliams, Charles Her
rington and the Messenger.

American citizens spoke at a

proposal including housing

son Director of Economic

St Petersbuig’s RBI Team

special hearing on July 15th,
most of them were concerned
about the city’s Consolidated
Housing and Community

Development Plan (CHCDP).
As many as 30 Blacks who
were present, at least ten spoke
to the council.

Linda Simons was con
cerned about the amount of
money being allocated to the

southside neighborhoods of

of the city.”

Rehabilitation, Home Buyer
Assistance, Housing Recy
cling, Multi-family , Develop
ment, Community and Eco
nomic Development, Home

Development and Property
Management
for the St.
Petersbuig.
“I am not against the city’s
efforts for beautification and

less 'arid Special Needs Pro
jects and Program Support
Activities.

progress concerning the down
town parking facility and the

Although the total budget

nament
Councilwoman
Rene
Flowers, Joseph Johnson and
Linda Simmons discuss Con
solidated Plan outside City

HaU.

for the Consolidate Plan is
nearly one half billion dollars,

entire city when it comes to the

ushers, Thelma. Burch and

only a little over 12 million

city’s human population.”

Richard Lewis, leave Tropi

HUD committed funds
following the city’s riots of

the city. “I saw information in

dollars was included proposed
for CHCDP. Most of the

ed that a insignificant amount

money was proposed for the
city’s parking garage ■ and
museum building.

ing or economic development

on Friday, July 23rd to partic
ipate in the RBI Baseball Tour

mons. “However, we (the city)
should look at the priorities of •

the form of a flyer that indicat
of funds were going into housi

museum proposal,” said Sim-'

heads to Melbourne, Florida

1996.

Tampa Bay Devil Rays

cana Field after Devil Rays

‘The Future of CDC Voices in
Florida’ and Where Do We go

businesses and agencies.

TAMPA - Cole Vision
management, Sears Optical
and Prevent Blindness Florida

regular eye exams, Prevent
Blindness Florida is seeking to

will offer free vision checks to
the public during “AU Ameri

detection of possible vision

stress the importance of early

measure near and distance
vision for acuity. The Lea
Symbols Test, consisting of

familiar shapes instead of let
ters of the alphabet, will be

can Vision Check Day,” Sun

problems.
Fifty percent of all blind

day, July 25,1999 from noon
to 4 pan. at aU 64 Sears Opti

ness is preventable,” said
Sarah Jordan-Holmes, {presi

adults, the SneUen Chart (E-

vent Blindness Florida for
each participant in the vision

cal locations across Florida.
Parents are urged to take

dent and CEO of Prevent

chari) wiU also be used for

check.

measuring sharpness ' of dis

advantage of this free vision

Blindness Florida. “This is
why early detection of vision

For more information, caU
1-800-226-6772.

check being offered to children

problems plays such a key role

Near Vision Reader Card for

and adults of all ages.
In an effort to increase pub- ’

in preventing blindness and
saving sight.”
The vision checks will

checking near vision!

lie awareness of the need for

used for children as young as 2

1/2. For older children and

tance vision and the Titnus

Jordan-Holmes also said

participants will not only be

BLIMEY!!!

A
V

tact Patricia Walker-McGill at
(850)599-3474.

AIDS service organization is

Street, no longer needs paper

fee following items:

Cardiac
Rehabilitation
Program Awarded
Certification---------

• Personal hygiene items
(disposable razors, shaving

CLEARWATER - The
Morton Plant Mease Health
Care Cardiac Rehabilitation
Program is one of only 11 cen
ters in the state to be awarded

program certification by the
American Association of Car
diovascular and Pulmonary
Rehabilitation (AACVPR).
Certification recognizes those
programs rigorously reviewed
by a national board and found
to meet the outlined essential

requirements for standards of
care.

MPM Cardiac Rehabilita
tion is unique in that it offers a

case managed exercise arid
education program including
stress management, nutrition
counseling and lipid educa
tion. Our education is provided
exercise physiologists,

and

diabetes

cal practice and look for new

ways to meet our patient’s and
their family’s needs,” said Ann

Murphy-Hough, manager car
diac rehabilitation.
MPM Cardiac Rehabilita
tion was established in 1988
and has “graduated” more than
4,000 patients from its pro
gram. The three locations for
Cardiac Rehabilitation are fee
Heart and Vascular Pavilion,
455 Pinellas St., fee Palm Har
bor Outpatient Center, 30522
U.S. 19 N., room 310, arid
Bardmoor Outpatient Center,
8787 Bryan Dairy Rd, For

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

TAN’s housing program

provides homes for infected
TAN clients and their families-assisting more than 400
individuals each month. Cur

rent housing needs include:

cream, shampoo, mouthwash,
soap, feminine hygiene prod
ucts, deodorant, toothbrushes,
body lotions).
'• Cleaning supplies (toilet

bowl cleaners, sponges, all

• New/like- new furniture.

• New/like new appli
ances.
• New/like new pots, pans,
dishes arid cooking utensils.
• New/like new televisions
and radios.
• New/like new baby and

toddler furniture.
• New/like new clothing
and shoes for men, women
and children
• Unopened/new toys (for
children’s holiday program).

purpose cleaners, fabric soft
ener sheets, scouring powder,
glass cleaners).
• Condiments (ketchup,
mustard, mayonnaise, peanut
butter, cooking oil).
• Pet supplies (food, cat lit
ter).

For more information on
monetary and item donations,-

please contact the Tampa
AIDS Network at (813) 9143, ext. 233.

Send Us News!

If you have informa

The AACVPR is a nation
al, multi-disciplinary associa
tion dedicated to fee improve

good article for this

ment of clinical practice, pro
motion of scientific inquiry

we'll try to use it in an

tion that might make a
paper, send it in, and
upcoming issue.

and advancement of education
for fee benefit of cardiovascu

lar and pulmonary rehabilita
tion professionals and the

WE WELCOME YOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

patients they serve.

Georgia Discount
Meat: Market
Your Store
3100 - 5th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 328-7768
Mon. - Sat. 8 AM - 9 PM

Sunday 8 AM - 6 PM

MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS
DEBIT CARD
CHECK CASHING

WE GLADLY
ACCEPT
EBT CARDS

FABULOUS GULFPORT GRAND CASINO

$65*

and household items.

more information on Cardiac
Rehabilitation call 727/4618295 or 1-888-MPM-8484.

PLEASE
SUPPORT OUR
NEWSPAPER BY
PATRONIZING
OUR
ADVERTISERS

MISSISSIPPI GULFCOAST
GRAND CASINO

* Pre-pay $99
& receive $24 cash
back & $10 future
tour coupons. Program
subject to change
without notice.

Pantry, located at Corporate
Square, Bldg. 100, North 56th

as well as personal hygiene

remaining current in our clini

cal wiU donate $200 to Pre

accommodations, please con

(TAN) provides' services to
each month, fee non-profit

furniture, appliances, clothing,

award. We continuously try to
improve our services by

opportunity for those less for

the Tampa AIDS Network

about registration and hotel

• New linens and towels.
TAN’s Supplemental Food

seeking donations of like-new'

“Our team is very proud to
receive this distinguished

tunate to have adequate eye
care. Cole Vision/Sears Opti

TAMPA - To better meet
fee needs of the 2500 clients

For a complete listing of
activities and information,

nity, on ‘Front Porch Florida’,

experts.

taking steps to save their own
sight, but also providing an

TAN Seeks
Donations
bag donations, but still seeks
donations of egg cartons and

es,

Take Steps To Save
Your Sight

collaborative partnerships with
Fannie Mae Foundation, The

NationsBank and many more

pharmacists

Photo highlights are
shown of some of the action

participants

tors and forums that address

by a team of physicians, nurs

game with the Philadelphia
Phillies on Sunday.

Conference

will be able to discuss estab
lishing, renewing or enhancing

cessful CDC program opera

conference is a presentation by
Patrick Hadley, coordinator of
the Office of Urban Opportu

MEMBER

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.
X @3®

schools, better jobs and better
communities.”

McArthur Foundation, lend
ing institutions such as

From Here?’
One of the highlights of the

ST.PETERSBURG-The
St. Petersbuig Planning Com

♦ ♦♦♦♦
THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the' firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

talize our inner cities economi

Affordable Housing and Flori

going on including:

(727) 896-2922

to really push forward our ini
tiative to develop the econom. ic resources of our cities,” said

ence, July 22-24, at the Radis

Florida Shimbeig Center for

The Consolidated plan is
the city community block pro

......................Business Manager

the revital ization of urban core
areas in Florida.
“We want fhis conference

Corporation (CDC) Confer

in our community,” said Sim

Published by
Cleveland Johnson
Allene Gammage .............office Manager
Bill Blackshear .........North Central Florida

TALLAHASSEE-Legis

development are joining forces
to participate in Florida's first
Community Development

by Norman E, Jones. II

W Wcchlp Challenger

lators, government officials
and experts in community

WE DELIVER
FREE OVER
$30.00

FAMHILV I^ILJAIYJ
3 lb. Smoked Bacon, 3 lb. Ground Beef, 3 lb. Chicken
Drumstick,

3 lb. Turkey Wings, 3 lb. Turkey Necks,

3 lb. Fresh Neck Bones, 3 lb. End Cut Pork Chops, 3 lb.

BECAUSE OF THE LOW PRICE

OF THE TOUR, YOU ARE

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD
markit s reitaurant

FISH
’N
CHIPS

|g
-C 49

4OO - 49th Sfc South
St Petersburg, FL
GOLDEN FRIED SEA BASS.
327-3309
STEAK FRIES,
320-&3O9
HOMEMADE
C0RNR0PRIES
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday... Gorw Fishin'
WHERE THE LOCALSBUY
FOR OVER 21 YEARS

J

CASINO VISITS

REQUIRED TO FOLLOW THIS

BEAU RIVAGE

CASINO ITINERARY. PLEASE

BE ON TIME AS

THE^CASINOS

ARE VERY STRICT ON BUS

ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES.

3

CASINO
gulTport

COPA CASINO

Chicken Gizzards, 3 lb. Pig Feet, 3 lb. Chicken Leg Qrts.,

3 lb. Chicken Wings, Get FREE 1 Dozen Eggs

THE GRANDS
PRESIDENT CASINO

All For

PALACE CASINO
IMPERIAL PALACE

YOUR TOUR INCLUDES
’♦R/T MOTORCOACH
“3 NIGHTS GRANT HOTEL
“4 MEALS
“7 CASINO VISITS
♦•ESCORTED

FOR RESERVATIONS. CALL
NADINE: 327-6694 (ST, PETE)

OK
LEISURE ACTIVITIES & TOURS
\,____________________ 1-888-315-4888

A

V

$29"

Chicken

Chicken

Chicken

Drumsticks

Leg Qtrs.

Wings

Buy 5 lbs.

Buy 5 lbs.

Buy 5 lbs.

Get 5 lbs.

Get 5 lbs.

Get 5 lbs.

FREE

FREE

FREE

$4.99

$2.99

$6.99

5 lbs.
End Cut
Pork
Chops
$4.99

Collard
Greens
Bunch or
Bag

$1.99
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St. Petersburg Area

Students Win
Awards For
AG Science
Projects

“7de (foMtedy

fay Andy Evans

TALLAHASSEE - Flori

da Agriculture Commissioner
Bob Crawford announced
recently that two students have
been awarded $1,000 U.S.

Savings Bonds for their agri

cultural projects presented at
the 44th Annual State Science
and Engineering Fair of Flori
da'competition in Lakeland.

Aaron C. Richardson, of

Walton Senior High School in
DeFuniak Springs, won a
$1,000 Savings Bond for his
project in the senior environ
mental science category.
Kristina L. Anderson, of

Ronald • McNair’ Magnet

School in Cocoa, was the
junior classification winner,,
also wife a project in fee envi
ronmental sciences category.
Richardson’s
project
involved

determining

the

effect of various insecticides
on fee nitrogen-fixing ability

of legumes inoculated wife
Rhizobia bacteria. Anderson
studied fee impact of a mussel

infestation in clam aquacul
ture.
To help students select a
topic and cany out their sci
ence fair project, fee Florida

life is in
New Commerce Report Shows Hispieces...
Dramatic Growth For Internet ""3
WASHINGTON - More
Americans than ever have
access to telephones, comput
ers and the Internet - tools crit
ical fo'economic success and
advancement, but a digital
divide between the informa
tion “haves’ and “have nots”
persists, and, in some cases,
has widened significantly,

all demographic groups and
geographic locations soared at
the end of 1998, due, in part to
fee success of pro-competition

policies, the report said. Over
40 percent of U.S: households
owned computers, one quarter
of all households had Internet
access and 94.1 percent of

groups and regions and, in
many cases, fee gap between
groups has grown over time,
the report said.
“While we are encouraged
by fee dramatic growth in fee
assess Americans have‘to fee
nation’s information technolo

Say, Comedy Counselor:
Have you noticed all fee

against trie. He don’t under

dad if he ever took driver’s ed,

M. Daley said. “We must

part of his New Markets Tour.

to the nation’s information

clouded by data that show sig

Access to computers and
fee ihtemet for Americans in

ensure feat all American shave
fee information tools and skills

resources.

nificant disparities continue

between certain demographic

feat are critical for their partic

Call 1-800-WE PREVENT and we'll
send you a free booklet on how
you and your community can keep
kids away from crime and crime
away from kids. ’

must have never been before a

and you know what he said, judge. I received a summons
“No.” I just wanna know how for some parking tickets my
come it’s OK for him to be dri cousin Joe had gotten while
ving ‘round without driver’s using my car. I wasn’t guilty,
so I decided to go to court and
ed, and I have to take it again,

Besides, what do grades
have to do wife driving?

explain fee situation. I put on a

Knowing how to drive should

suit, shined my shoes, even got
a haircut When I tried to tell

be enough. Maybe you can

fee judge it was my cousin

convince my dad to be fair.

who was responsible for the

Permit Me

tickets, he just looked at me,

Dear Perinit Me:
You know, when I was in
high school, I was bn the foot

smiled’ and said, “Tell your
cousin Joe to come bail you

Department ofAgriculture and
Consumer Services developed

ball team. One night, after an

out-and bring the ticket
money.” I had to spend’ fee

and maintains ‘Planet Ag’, an
Internet web site packed wife

away game; we were returning

weekend in jail and pay fee

home on the bus. The coach

was driving. The big line

fine. There’s nothing funny
about doing time. You be fee

backer, Spike, sat right behind

judge.

ideas and information.

Planet Ag provides stu

dents with an explanation of

fee scientific method, from
choosing a topic and stating a
hypothesis, to deciding on a

fee coach. The big guy didn’t

Defenseless

do too much in-school except

Dear Defenseless:
Going to court is pretty

play football. It was raining,
and as fee coach navigated

really

It takes you—
and programs that work.

shows that feature judges dol
ing out televised justice? It

the cause of all the car acci jokes while giving time? The
dents in fee world. I asked my people who like those shows

accessed on the Internet at
www.fl-ag.com/PlanetAg.

LESS CRIME IS
NO ACCIDENT

.

stand how boring those classes started with Judge Wapner.
are. Gotta sit ‘round and listen Now there’s Judge Judy. Peo
to dumb stuff and watch stupid ple think her show’s hilarious,
accident movies. They trying but I don’t get it. What’s so
to to scare us, tike teenagers are funny about a judge making

ing sign said. Spike hesitated,
then responded, “It say, con
fection ahead, delicious injec
tion.” No sooner had he uttered
fee words, than the bus tum

But fee right picture is

end of 1998.

ain’t good enough. Just ‘cause
I failed English and got a D in
driver’s ed, he’s holding it

results. The web site also pro
vides a sample project for stu
dents to review, a look at pre
vious winners’ projects and
links to other agriculture- and
science-related sites. It is

areas and central cities as
among those lacking in access

Department report President
Ginton released recently as

Judge or Jester?

economy,” Daley said.
“America’s digital divide
is fasting becoming a ‘racial
ravine’, “Larry Irving, assistant
secretary of Commerce for
Telecommunications said, cit
ing fee reports data identifying

certain minorities, low income

connected by telephone at fee

won’t sign. He says my grades

procedure and recording fee

groups and residents in rural

according to a new Commerce

I’m smoking mad at my
dad. I’ve waited all my life for to be able to read fee signs.
The Comedy Counselor
a driver’s license and now he

ipation in fee emerging digital

access between certain groups
and regions is alarming,”
Commerce Secretary William

were

Dear Comedy Counselor:

down an unfamiliar road, he
asked Spike what the upcom

gies, fee growing disparity in

American households

cated. Just because you can
drive, doesn’t mean you know
where you are going. You have

‘Driving While Dumb’

The State Science and
Engineering Fair is a three-day

display of science projects by

sixth through 12th graders.

11-800-WE FREVERT

bled into a ditch. What fee sign

said

was

STRUCTION

“CON

scary. As the late comedian
Pigment Markham used to say,
“Here ye, here ye, court’s in

session,

come

here

the

judge,somebody’s gonna do
time!” I guess it was yourtime.
Once I decided to go to
court and contest a ticket I was
confident I would prevail-until
fee bailiff called my name like

AHEAD,

this, “the U.S. vs. Andy
DANGEROUS INTERSEC , Evans.” I stood up and said,
TION.”
“That’s all right, your honor;
Negotiating fee roadways I’ll pay fee fine.”'

have gotten a lot more compli ______ The Comedy Counselor

Give Respect & Respect Shall
Be Received !

| w,w w . w e pre v e nt.org

•dike a bite out or

NEWS

DEADLINE

IS

4

Give Disrespect & Disrespect Shall
Be Received !

PM MONDAY
Black Owned &
Operated

16TH STREET BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

21 Years

RIB MASTER

SPOTLITES

1100 - 16th Street South

yzl

Star 16

9. /
v

nM
0*"^

822-8700

Drive-Thru • Carry Out

"Bar-B-Q-ing Is Our
Business''

Holiday Sales Packages
Now Available

HOLMES PARAGON SERVICES

featuring

Park FREE and Get Your Car
Washed & Waxed for $24.95

*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum

1536 - 1 6th Street So.

HAPPY HOUR
Every Friday 5-8 p.m.

RED'S
SNAKSHAK

1605 - 18th Avenue South

.896-6789

A

ft

1701 - 16tH Street South
Fine Food • Quick Service • Low Prices
Open 10 30 a.m.'til 3 a.m.

Car Wash & Western Union

"Home of the Big Red Burger and. the Best
Tasting, Cheapest Chicken in Town"

magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe

Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan
Is life in your face? You know, does it seem like everywhere you turn
there’s something going down? You can fake moves and act like it

doesn't matter. But it does. A lot! And you deserve better.
So reach out and talk to somebody who really cares about you.

Someone at Covenant House Mineline. Most kids call Mineline because

Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*A1 B. Evenings 7pm-12am.
Saturday mornings

and Sunday with Heavenly

and can help no matter what your problem. So, pick up the phone and

For Advertising Call

dial toll-free 1 -800-999-9999. It’s a free call from anywhere.

327*9792
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

1-8D0-S99-9915-TIY

1795 - 16th Street South
894-3258

Take-Out Only

3 BROTHERS
GROCERY & DELI
Breakfast To Go

Meats and Groceries

1040 - 16th Street South

1600 - 18th Avenue South

WELCH ACCOUNTING
and TAX SERVICE

S/top Wfr/j 77ze Fastest

Inspirations.

their friends tell them about it. They say that at Mineline people talk real

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

$ Merchandise Store
T-Shirts, Crafts &
Gift Ideas
Grocery Stores
Gas Stations
& Much, Much More

CONNIES
BAR-B-QUE

and 1996! M-F 6-10am.

Computerized Accounting &
Bookkeeping Systems
1601 - 16th St. S. • 894-0311 - 623-7910
KENNETH WELCH, Accountant, MBA
Home - 864-9720
,

1

Growing Business District In
Town
16TH STREET
business

ASSOCIATION

J
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Army & Air Force Hometown News High School
Tamara Y. Williams
Graduates - ------------

Nathan J. Elk
Graduates

Students Can Earn
Scholarship Money
To Study Abroad
GREENWICH, CT-The
American Institute for Foreign
Study is pleased to offer St.

Petersburg area high school
students a once-in-a-lifetime

an AYA student this August.
There is no better way to learn

America (AYA) high school
exchange student arriving this

KELLY AFB, TX - Air
Force Airman 1st Gass Tama
ra Y. Williams has graduated
from basic military training at

Lackland Air Force Base, San
Anton io, TX.
During the six weeks of
training, the airman studied the

Air Force mission, organiza
tion and customs and received
special training in human rela
tions.

In addition, airmen who
complete basic training earn
credits toward an associate

degree through fee Communi

ty College of fee Air Force.
Will iams is the daughter of
Sandra D. Crawford of 1124

64th Ave. S, St Petersburg.
The airman is a 1995 grad
uate of Boca Ciega High
School, Guliport.

KELLY AFB, TX - AuForce Airman Nathan J. Elkins
has graduated from basic mili
tary training at Lackland AuForce Base, San Antonio, TX
During fee six weeks of
training, fee airman studied fee

complete basic training earn
credits toward an associate
degree through fee Communi
ty College of fee Air Force.

Elkins is fee son of Sharon
L. Elkins of 520 Walker Rd.,
Safety Harbor, and David L.

special training in human rela
tions.

The airman is a 1997 grad
uate of Hudson High School.

and language. Most important

In addition, airmen who

Nicholas M. Zeece Edward J. Wells
Graduates----------- Graduates

country, its customs, culture

eating different foods, experi

learning what it is like to be a
student in feat country. In addi

complete basic training earn
credits toward an associate

KELLY AFB, TX - Air

degree through fee Communi

Force Airman Edward J. Wells
has graduated from basic mili

ty College of fee Air Force.
Zeece is fee son of Matt K.
Zeece of3269 Haviland Court,
Palm Harbor, FL, and Chris

tary training at Lackland Air

credits toward an associate
degree through fee Communi

Force Base, San Antonio, TX

ty College of fee Air Force.

During fee six weeks of

who celebrated her natal day
July 27th wife family mem

half-hour reel, compared to
$21 for 2 new tapes, and $12

bers and friends. On that
evening, she was feted with a

for a reprocessed one, at one
local sound equipment outlet.
*****

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Today, July 22nd, Patricia

scrumptuous delicious dinner
out It was one of those coup to
nut deals-wine and fee works.
She received beautiful flowers

Woods, John ‘Ice Man’Allen,
Chilbase Sims; 24th, Joy Bell;

and a special gift from her hus
band, Calvin Manning, Jr.,

25th, Queen V. Lawson; 26th,
Jean Hammond; 27th, Alma

who loves her dearly. ‘Dee
Dee’, have many more natal

‘Dee Dee’ Manning, Sandra

days, and enjoy your husband.
*****

tion, students will gain maturi
ty, self-confidence and open-

mindedness-values they will
have a .for a lifetime. Their
intercultural experience will
have an impact on their life,
whether it is on a college appli
cation, a job interview or in
how they view fee world
around them.

If interested in studying/
traveling abroad and/or to

fee family arid student will

McKinnon

and

Donna

Grayson.

‘HIS GIFT WAS LOVE’

*****

His gift was love

His mission release

opening your home to an AYA

T’was so nice hearing
from Pat Williams of Philadel

His legacy, peace

His promise life

exchange student or know of

phia, PA We talked about hap

the country before he/she even

someone who would, please

begins his/her adventure!
St Petersbuig families can
earn up to $1000 towards

call Andrea at 1-800-322-

penings in PA and what’s
going on in St Pete, FL She

-EB.
Hang in there, you two, and

4678, ext. 6078. Your decision

really lives in the suburbs,

to study abroad and/or host

keep loving each other.
*****

exciting study abroad pro

will be an adventure of a life
time!

Elkins Park, PA Her sons,
John and Billy, are doing fine
in school. Billy graduated from

have made a special friend in

Politicians say they’re
beefing up our economy. Most
don’t know beef from pork.
Until next week; jump to
it!

middle school Tuesday from
Cedar Brook Jr. High and will
be entering Cheltenham High
for 9th grade. John will enter

Gibbs Class Of '63
Monthly Meeting
ST. PETERSBURG-The
Gibbs Class of 1963 will meet
on Saturday, July 24, 1999 at
6:00 p.m. at 2356 Lynn Lake

I

Place #D.
Issues of importance will
be discussed and plans for fee
year 2000.

Wells is fee son of Karl D.

training, fee airman studied fee

and Lori A Wells of4220 78th

Coon Rapids, MN.
He is a 1998 graduate of

Air Force mission, organiza
tion and customs and received

Way N., St. Petersburg.

special training in human rela

East Lake High School, Palm

Hollins High School.

tions.
In addition, airmen who

Harbor.

special training in human relai
tions.

tion and customs and received

are regular.

In addition, airmen who
complete basic training earn

Zeece of 11205 Hanson Blvd.,

Air Force mission, oiganiza-

few doors up the block. Visits

Edward J. Wells

Nicholas M. Zeece

nio, TX.
During the six weeks of
training, the airman studied fee

the phone daily. She lives a

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Was what it was all about
for ‘Dee Dee’ Alma Manning

YERY-DAV

land Air Force Base, San Anto

TAPE TIPS!

new retail prices. EHL Cor
poration, 8983 Complex
Drive, San Diego, CA, 92123.
The cost is just $5.95 for a

decides to study/travel abroad,

114s

basic military training at Lack-

Elkins Park Middle School in
Elkins Park. Deloris Mitchell
is doing fine. They speak on

hand.
Students who study/travel

Please Support Our
Paper By Supporting
Our Advertisers

KELLY AFB, TX - Air

More, unique ways to
stretch a dollar!
*****

*****

ly, if fee American student

grams in France, Germany, fee

Force Airman Nicholas M.
Zeece has graduated from

896-2152
------------------------------------------- /

cates, can be had at 75% off

encing new traditions and

tion and customs and received

So don't wait on it."

than by experiencing it first

This not-for-profit Foundation
promotes
intercultural

vation can learn about the

Today is here, use it.
Tomoitow may not come,

guage, customs and culture

immersed in another language,

Elkins of 18318 Akins Drive.,
Spring Hill.

Air Force mission, organiza

"Yesterday has gone, forget it.

excellent for learning or dupli

American Institute for Foreign
Study (AIFS) Foundation.

good English skills and moti

Charles Howard

Reprocessed video tape,

abroad will find themselves

school exchange students from
around fee world to live wife
American families and study
at local high schools for five or
ten months. Families who host
an AYA exchange student wife

With

about another country, its lan

AYA is sponsored by fee

exchange by sponsoring high

Nathan J. Elkins

ter travel/study programs to
Austria, Brazil, Chile, France,
Spain or Germany by hosting

opportunity to study/travel
abroad and earn scholarship
dollars towards their trip by
hosting an Academic Year in

August.

Tamara Y. Williams

Netherlands and Spain, or earn
up to $500 on summer or win

Rambling

He was a student at Dixie

Volunteers Needed To Work With
Abused & Neglected Children----Community Care is a non

CLEARWATER - Perma

unteers in all of Pinellas Coun

nency Support Program, a
Gulf Coast Community Care

ty. For volunteers information,

7460, extension 3018 or
Christina Lawrence at 538-

profit,

call Nancy Friedman at 538-

7460, ext. 3014. Gulf Coast

agency.

non-denominational

program, matches volunteers
wife children between fee ages

of 3 and 11, who are under pro
tective services or are in a state

shelter or foster care home
because of abuse or neglect.
Volunteers spend about four
hours a week wife one child.

They take fee child out of fee
home and become a “special
friend.” Their goal is to build

trust and provide support
through social interaction. Vol

unteers spend time wife fee
children on simple activities
such as reading, fishing, bak
ing and walking, as well as
other enrichment activities.
Volunteers, both male and
female, range in age form 30

and up and are screened, pro
vided training and supervised
by Gulf Coast Community
Care. No experience is neces
sary.
Permanency Support Pro
gram is currently seeking vol-

Outstanding Career Opportunities
Are Available For:

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
(60) NEEDED
If you have a good driving record, 5 years
driving experience, a CDL "B" license or
permit w / endorsements for "air brakes"
and "passenger."

In the financial world, it’s difficult to expand a business
without constricting its cash flow. If you’re looking to

strengthen your small business, acquiring additional
equipment can be the quickest way to meet your goals.
However, you must first decide how
to go about that acquisition. At

First Union® our leasing option offers
100% financing on all equipment costs and, in some cases,

shipping, installation and training, as well, Best of all,

mW

PINELLAS COUNTY
SCHOOLS

For immediate consideration
Apply in person at:
Supporting Services Personnel
301 4th St., S.W., Largo
Monday — Thursday 9:00-3:00

our fast, easy application process can have you approved
within two to 24 hours* To find out more, come fo

the financial mountain called First Union. Or, if
you prefer, the mountain will come to you.
1-800-566-FUNB
firsiunion.com

*AH leases subjeis to credit approval. ©1999 First Union Corp.
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Designed specifically for the Woman That You Are

Tiff’s Welcome
Home------------ —

CASA
Volunteer
Orientation
Become A
Vital
VolunteerST.

Halle Berry Transforms Into
Dorothy Dandridge & Says

'Dorothy Pass The Ball To Me'

PETERSBURG -

Become part of CASA’s Vital
Volunteer Team. Join us in our
mission to stop domestic vio

lence. Become a Vital Volun
teer in one of our growing pro

grams, cuddle a baby, or play
games with a toddler while

mom attends support group;
help victims of violence make

their way through the court
system; help “spread the word
about CASA” at informational
fairs, or have fun working with

a great team for our fundrais
ing events; help supervise

Airman - Tiffany Badger

Mary Schmidt Campbell

Dr. Mary Schmidt
Campbell Honored By
Black Women In Higher
Education Organization

court ordered visits; oiganize

NEW YORK - The

group activities for young peo
ple or help out in our thrift
store...do what you’d like to
do! Morning, afternoon,

African American Woman’s
Institute Bestows Its Distin
guished Service and Leader
ship Award on Dean of NYU’s

evening and weekend posi

Tisch School of the Arts.

tions available.

The African American

PETERSBURG -

did enlist in the Navy, ulti

Learn more about our var

Women’s Institute (AAWI) at

Formerly of St Petersbuig,

mately at that point fulfilling a

now serving in the United
States Navy was recently

lifetime goal. Tiffany is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Car

ious programs and how your,
life experiences can be of help
to others.

appointed Plane Captain in her
squadron VC-8 stationed in
Roosevelt Roads Puerto Rico.
Tiffany, until joining the

los and Robin Person of St.
Petersburg. Mr. Person is
employed by Tyrone Bennigans and Mrs. Person is

sible. If yo need more informa
tion, or have any questions,

Howard University has hon
ored Dr. Mary Schmidt Camp
bell, dean of the Tisch School
of the Arts at New York Uni
versity, with its Distinguished
Service and Leadership

Navy was a lifetime resident of

employed by the Pinellas

feel free to call.

St Petersbuig. She attended

County School Board as the

Lynch Elementary, Mead-

Cafeteria Manager at Wood

owlawn Middle, Sixteen Street
Petersburg High School class

lawn Elementary School.
Airman Badger is also a
terrific role model for her

of 1998. Tiffany was an honor

younger twin sisters, Marcella

Dr. Campbell‘is a scholar,

roll student, played in the band

and Michelle Barnes who are
fifteen and will be attending

author and former New York
City Cultural Affairs Commis

Gibbs High this

sioner. A head of the Tisch
School, a preeminent center of

ST.

Middle and graduated from St.

and was a member of the swim
team. A a very young age,
Tiffany started to write poems
and discovered that all she had
to do. was write down her feel
ings and anything is possible.
Tiffany realized her dream
at the age of 10 that she was
going to enlist in the Navy.
Although as her mother, I

thought that was just an idea

that would pass but it never

did. In her senior year, Tiffany

Please call Nina at 8954912 to register as soon as pos

.Award. In a ceremony on June
26 in Washington D.C., the
AAWI recognized Dr. Camp
bell and ten other outstanding
Black women who have made
a difference for Black women
in higher education.

coming

school year. One of the twins.
has decided to follow in
Tiffany’s footsteps by planning
to join the Navy. The other has

theater and film, she oversees

not made up her mind yet.
Tiffany’s goal in life as

Academy II: Service and
Leadership Conference, which
bestows fee Distinguished Ser
vice and Leadership Awards.
This year’s Conference, which
took place June 24 through 27,
presented fee scholarly works
of Black female faculty,
administrators and students
from across fee African Dias
pora, wife a special focus on
science and engineering.
The other honorees are:
Mary Frances Berry, chair
man, U.S. Commission on

Civil Rights, Elizabeth Catlett,
artist, Camille Cosby, philan
thropist, Adelaide Cromwell,

CHICAGO, IL - Actress
Halle Berry transforms into
legendary actress Dorothy
Dandridge, talks about how
she found Dandridge’s spirit
while healing her own and
says, “I believe Dorothy
passed fee ball to me,” in fee
August EBONY.

serves as executive producer
and plays fee much-coveted
role of fee first Black woman

ever nominated for an Acade
my Award for Best Actress. I
feel like I’ve been preparing
for this role all my life.” Berry
was given fee rights to fee
story by Dandridge’s manager
Earl Mills and did research for
fee role by spending time with

Falconer,

“Dorothy
Dandridge
blazed a trail for Black actress

provost, Spellman College,

es,” says Berry. “I want to fight

Gabrielle Kirk McDonald,

as hard as she did.” In fee

chiefjustice, International War

HBO special “Introducing

Dandridge’s close friend Geri
Branton. “She absolutely stole
fee essence of Dotie and she

Crimes Tribunal, Constance

Dorothy Dandridge”, Berry

truly understands her,” said

educator,

Etta

Branton of Halle’s portrayal.
Berry also talks about he per
sonal life and her relationship
with recording artist Eric

Ben’et and says,. “I’m no
longer going to let my person

al life overshadow my profes
sional life.” Berry is deter

mined to do fee one thing Dan
dridge never could and talks
about Dandridge’s tragic
death. “In my' own life,” says

Berry, ‘T am determined to
change fee ending.”

Baker, Motley, federal judge,

Free & Reduced

Southern District of New
York, Eleanor Holmes Norton,
congresswoman, U.S. House

all phases of its 10 profession

of Representatives, Jessie Car

al training programs, as well as

ney Smith, librarian, Fisk Uni
versity and Alvia Wardlaw,

its two academic programs.

Halle Berry

curator, Museum of Fine Arts,

well as joining the Navy is to

Founded in 1993, the
AAWI has its objective fee

become a college biology pro
fessor which she is planning to

cross-cultural study of women
of color. The AAWI oiganizes

start her classes when she goes
out aboard ship in the fall of

The Black Women in the

Mammograms
Offered- - - - - - - - - - - - age 50.

sor, Texas Southern Universi

ST.PETERSBURG-The
Pinellas
County
Health

ty-

Department is offering free or

saves lives. The 5-year sur
vival rate of breast cancer diag

Houston, and associate profes

CA.

2000.

Florida Welcomes The Ultimate Drive For The
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation

Finding breast cancer early

reduced cost mammograms to
women aged 50 and oyer who
have inadequate health insur

pvvNtcd-.

~send your

• LETTERS TO:
X THE WEEKLY
; 'OKALLENGER
25009THST. S.
ST PETE, FL 33707

nosed at a local state (confined
to the breast) and treated early
is almost 97%.
Call 727-824-6917 today
for more information or to
schedule an appointment in St.

ance coverage or are income
eligible. Nearly 12,000 Florida
women will be diagnosed wife

breast cancer this year. More
than 75% of diagnosed breasts

Petersburg,

cancers occur in women over

Largo, or Tarpon Springs.

Pinellas

Park,

gleaming silver and checker-

Alocal “Hero” will be rec

striped BMWs simultaneously
revved up their engines under

ognized in our community for

a giant arch of pink balloons as

life-threatening disease by

fee fight to help eradicate
breast cancer. A photograph of

" Our hope for creative living...lies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and
social justice. "

Komen Breast Cancer Foun

inviting everyone to come out

each “Hero” will be shown in

-Martin Luther King, Jr.

dation today announced they

to fee lots and get behind fee

fee Weekly Challenger and

will join forces for a third year

will also be affixed to a spe

to host The Ultimate Drive for

wheel for a ‘test drive’.
From May through Octo

the Susan G. Komen Breast

ber, two fleets of 18 specially-

Cancer Foundation. The pro

marked BMWs will criss cross

gram puts the community in

fee USA, making pit stops in

fee driver’s seat to fight breast

approximately

cancer. Through this success

nationwide.

NEW YORK-Amidst a

to help us “drive away” breast

crowd of well-wishers cheer

cancer. In just fee first two

ing and waving special pink

years, more than 60,000 peo

rally flags, BMW of North
America and the Susan G.

ple have gotten behind fee

buig area have also joined
forces to help support affiliates
across fee country, fighting to
eradicate breast cancer as a

200

An

his or her outstanding work in

cially marked BMW “signa
ture car” which will also be
signed by .fee tens of thousands
of Ultimate Drive participants

cities

all

to produce an ever-growing
collage of fee real people who

day

fundraising event will be held

are making a difference in fee

ful, grassroots fundraising
effort, more than $2 million

..•
wheel - and this year, we’re on

in each city and town, where

Brinker and Doolan waved

has been raised. BMW’s goal
will be to raise $lmillion dol

course to top 100,000 Ultimate participants can test drive one
Drive participants across fee of fee BMWs. For every mile

them on wife special starter

lars again this year.
‘Teople in communities
across fee United States have

country,” said Victor Doolan, test- driven, BMW will donate
President of BMW of North $1 to fee Koman Foundation.
As the Ultimate Drive
America.

been coming out in droves to
get behind the wheel of BMW

Local car dearleiships in kicked into gear in New Yoik
fee Greater Tampa/St Peters City, drivers in each of fee 32

FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!!

Even Leather!
Brand new arrival of Summer Sandals!
Trucks arriving daily!

NINE WEST

SHOB
FACTORY

6754 22nd Avenue N.
727-344-0999

(Across from Tyrone Square Mall)

TAMPA
1216 E. Fowler Ave.
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9

813-979-0999

Sun. 11-6

Limited Quantity on Some Styles & Brands

in one week. From l6 to 7 and getting

better every day. —

Joknnie Mack

From a Size 10, dress size to a

aie. for

Size 10 in one month. —

tns. Fntixs 'fjfamlfg

Hurry, Hurry

From stress to high energy,

1717 - 1st Ave. N., St. Pete 33713
(727) 827-3951 • (727) 827-0679
SHIRLEY BROWN - Stylist/Owner

Fluid from Lupus. — D.O.
12 Yrs. of pain, going to pain therapy every day.

In 2 whs. pain free.

Call for Appointment * Walk-Ins Welcome
Hours of Operation:
Monday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Sunday

& many more...

ST. PETERSBURG

Sadie Marie's
NONI Corner:

glaucoma. Pressure in the eyes down

zing in the. fats-id draci

50,000 PAIRS OF SHOES IN STOCK
REEbok

modern i imes

From not being able to see due to

SHIRLEY'S BEAUTY
PALACE
an

Ancient Health Miracle for
Simply NONI

Testimonials from
people you may know —

flags.

ijssl

ALL SHOES

drive.

TAKE A LOOK

Chronic asthma, immediate relief. —

i-------- ----------------------------.--------------------------- .---------- ,

I

! SIZZLING
STYLES

l

the
HOTTEST
LOOKS

MAKING
WAVES

— J.B.B.

I). Walker

To Find Out How to Consume This Product lor FREE, Contact:
DISTRIBUTORS
Joknnie Mack - 896-7557 • Sadie Martin327-5008
Elaine Hopkins — 327-5992 • Wronica Allen — 327-8554
LlSxincjincj cdiofie, cdbeaftk & cdbcafing to the ^Woxhd.
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Mary McLeod Bethune Neighborly Senior The Lee Family Fine
Memorial Breakfast — Services Offers
Thnes Family Reunion

Computer Courses

*W

o
Afc

f.

ST. PETERSBURG Neighborly Senior Services is

itA.

11

offering introductory comput

sonal computers. The student
will gain an understanding of
what a computer is and what it

er courses at the Neighborly
Lealman Computer Lab, 3455

can do. All computers are
IBM-compatible multimedia

58th Ave. N., St Petersbuig.

computers with color ink jet

The computer lab, dedicated

printeis.

strictly to training seniors, is

The intermediate course

equipped with state-of-the-art

starts on Tuesday, July 27th,

computers, large screen color

and meets on Tuesdays and

monitors, color ink-jet printers

Thursdays from 3-5pm. The

and Windows 98. Each class

duration of the course is also

will be limited to eight students

four weeks, totalling 16 class

and therefore allow an intense

hours. The intermediate course
is offered again, starting

one-on-one learning experi
ence. The 16-hour beginning
and intermediate courses have

TAMPA - On Friday July

immediate openings.
The beginning

16th at 7am, the Dr. Mary
McLeod Bethune Memorial'

starts on Monday, July 26th,

Ign

Breakfast was held at the Dou

course

and meets on Mondays from
10:30am to 12:30pm and on

ble Tree Hotel, Tampa.

The Welcome was given
by Mrs. Freddye West Hud

Wednesdays from 5:307:30pm. The duration of the

son. Rev. CC. Carlman, Chap

course is four weeks, totalling
16 class hours. The beginning

lain, gave the Invocation.
Speaker for the Breakfast was

Ellen Green, Past President,
National Council of Negro

Women.
Pictured L-R: Freddye

MONDAY
Ellen Green, Speaker

Ten Tips To Managing The Boss
It'll Make Your Worklife Easier
DBM offers the following

detailed meetings or broad

tips to help employees get the
best out of their working rela
tionships and improve their

overviews. Do what suite the
boss best.
5. Make your boss feel part
of the team by involving' him
or her in appropriate groups

working environment, reduce
their stress and move ahead in

own career prospects:

their careers need to learn how
to manage their bosses.
“It is a relatively simple

play to his or her strengths and

pleased that you value his or

skill which can do wonders,

seek to counterbalance any

her input.

not just to improve your own
stress and your career ad

weaknesses.

vancement, but your boss’
too,” explains Tony Gain, Na

1. Don’t imagine you can
change your boss. Instead,

discussions. Your boss will be

plete the basic course first This

together promises to be full of
fun, coupled with a wonderful

course will also cover Internet
use such as saving favorite

For more information, call

you can achieve.
8. Never underestimate

your boss, however trusted
you may be with his/her per
formance.
9. Remember that your
boss also has people to answer
to. It may be shareholders or
customers, but anything you
can do to help him of her to be
successful will enhance the
image of the whole team, and

day Inn Sunspree, St. Peters
buig.

Final plans were being

ren. Those not in attendance
include: Elijah Hughes, Mae

Reunion.

term consequences,” Shearer
said.

patients also develop diabetes

or high levels of tryglycerides,

demic in the 1980s don’t real
ize how destructive HIV is.

in Houston and medical direc
tor of the aids center at Texas
Children’s Hospital.
“AIDS is still a dreadful
disease, and telling a patient
that they are HTV - positive is

A typical teenager with
HIV will have to take up to 70
pills a week just to keep the
virus under control. Some of
these drugs, known as reverse
transcriptase (KT) inhibitors,
interrupt reproduction of the
virus. Another type of drug,
called protease inhibitors,
keeps infectious parts of the
virus from spreading. A com
bination of drugs has proven to
be most effective.
Some of the medications

a type of fat
Because the AIDS virus
weakens the immune system,
patients with HIV can become
more vulnerable to other infec
tious and develop pneumonia,
herpes simplex(cold sores),
swollen glands in the armpits
or groin, meningitis, thrush (a
white coating on the tongue),
ulcers, bladder problems, and
other illnesses.
‘These
complications

During the past several
years, the incidence of HIV
has increased from 11 tol7
percent in adolescent and
young adult women, especial
ly minorities. The virus is
spread mainly through unpro
tected sexual intercourse and
intravenous drug use.
“ The United States has
been veiy successful at reduc
ing the number of babies bom

ous health threat are in for a
rude awakening.
“The availability of new

drugs to treat AIDS and HIV
like manageable chronic dis
eases can create a false sense
of security among some ado
lescents/’ said Dr. William
Sherer, professor of pediatrics
at Baylor College of Medicine

team can do to make your

ly in front of others. It makes

boss’ job easier. Ask what you

him or her appear out of touch,

only human. Never foiget it!.

tions have reduced the number

stomach.The patients has to
structure his or her activities
for medication. Potentials side

tional Account Manager, in the

do now that makes his or her

so keep him/her briefed on sig

Tampa office of Drake Beam

job harder.

nificant developments.
7. Agree with your boss

Beam Morin, people will

of AIDS-related deaths, most
patients infected with the

increasingly have to take

about where your efforts will
be focused and where they will

not. That way he/she will have
realistic expectations of what

enhancing the performance of

open mind and act upon the

Shirley

thousands of slow, painful
deaths during tiie AIDS epi

selves at risk of getting HTV,

they need to know the long

while others require an empty

answers.

Bennett,

require additional treatments

with HIV from mothers who
cany the virus,” Shearer said.

over and above the medica
tions the patient is already tak

“But there is a second wave of
of pediatric AIDS coming. We

ing /’Shearer said. “If the

needed to educate kids about
the danger of HIV so they will

patient develops ulcers in the
throat and mouth, they can

be smart enough to avoid

effects of medications for HIV
include cosmetic changes,

become so sick that they can’t

behaviois that put them at risk

even drink the water needed to

human immune deficiency

such as shrinkage of the facial

wash down their pills.” Shear-

for a veiy serious disease that
will affect them the rest of their

responsibility for managing

virus (HTV) will, have to

skin, and deposits of subcuta

-er is concerned that adoles

lives.”

their own careers. ‘This means

endure lifelong treatment.

neous tissue that create

cents who didn’t witness the

Accordingly

to

Drake

a

“Before kids put them

eveiyone on whom your suc
cess depends,” says Gain.

Education, Education, Education
WASHINGTON, DC -

to close your mouth. Or when

explain away the problems

tion teachers union. Also,

Education can change a life.

any grown-up could take the

someone must take responsi

Given its importance, why are
so many black kids steering

place of your parents to make

they have wrought. We need to
take action again and solve our
problems now while they are

you straighten up your act. You

bility when our kids don’t
learn. Whether it is the kids,

clear of it like the plague? We

would feel leather on your

can’t just blame the kids when
teachers, schools, hardships,

relatively small, because future
generations will continue

teachers, parents or the gov

backside when it was needed,

but usually the fear of it kept

along the paths we choose

forward to explain why the

single-parent households and

you in line. But today’s kids

today.

kids aren’t learning and help

other things share responsibili

have no fear of their parents.

We will only succeed in

ernment, someone must step

find a solution.

Changes in our education

educating our kids if we stand

If black citizens are to be

We’ve provided kids with

al system and family life have

up and demand our parental

noticed, we first need an edu

plenty of ways not to get a
good education. We’ve invent

come slowly and with little

rights to raise, teach and disci
pline them. Furthermore, the

cation to be able to take advan

ed mental conditions like

who fear being labeled insensi

tive by liberals. Liberals, not
ing the change, invent more

government must set standards
for our public school teachers

be handed everything, and you

ADD and ADHD to allow
them to avoid hard work and

dedication, saying, “ft’s not

excuses and conditions to

ty

resistance from conservatives,

your fault, you have a reason
for not paying attention.” In

just plain DUMB.
The problem is that we’ve
gotten away from what school

discipline. Today, unfortunate
ly, discipline is often called

child abuse. I’m not talking
about beating children, but
instead old-fashioned disci

pline like when your lather
gave you a look and you knew

and reduce the influence of the

must prove yourself worthy of
things that come your way.

National Education Associa

And an education cannot wait.

Mt ** "■

w

* Si SS

1SN **

New Model Home Center

OPEN HOUSE
Friday & Saturday, July 23 & 24, 10-6
Sunday, July 25, 12-4
3 & 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Garage Homes
$1500 Down & Payment as Low as $550/mo.
Builders Help with Credit & Financing

USA: The American Way!

is all about-leaming, both

book learning and learning the
lessons of life. Then there is

tage of opportunity. You can’t

.

USA TERMITE &
PEST CONTROL INC.

my day, however, it was called

Earnell Samuel - Owner/Operator

(727) 462-9015

1999

pouch on the stomach or a
hump on the neck. Some

Houston - Teens who
think HIV is no longer a seri

said.
Although better medica

retention, and transition. “After

Frances

22,

Kids Shouldn't Underestimate
Seriousness Of HIV

someone they have cancer,’he

ee selection, development,

Oldies But Goodies Dance,

Jackson and Willie Mae War

1999

prospects.
10. Your boss is, after all,

know the answer to the ques

Community Baptist Church,

Family

their

ber

encounter a surprise, especial

tions in poult. 2. Listen with an

Church Services at Bethel

the following family mem
bers: Raymond and Bernice
Elija, Lauras Lee, Ellender

Social,

through Saturday at the Holi

2. Ask what you and your

resource solutions in employ

T-shirts to kids activities were

Activities will indude their

Thursday, July

have to be taken with food,

leading provider of human

“Get Acquainted”

Diane Hughes, Wilimener

almost as difficult as telling

assume you

tuning eveiy little detail frcm

Berrian, Sarah Brown and

tal Jackson, Courtney Jackson,

reflect well on your career

3. Don’t

Felecia Savage-Williams.

Banquet and a Cruise. Most of
the activities will take place

6. Never let the boss

Morin (DBA), the world’s

Planning Committee at the
home of Sis. Diane Hughes.
Setting their approval and fine-

Jackson, Cyrus Jackson, Crys

made Sunday evening by the

4 PM

B-CC National Alumni Asso

or abominable to work for, he
or she plays a laige part. in our
day-to-day lives. Employees
who want to enhance their

ipate. For the Lee’s, the get

573-9444.

IS

4. Find out how you boss
likes to be given information
informal, briefing, memos,

the intermediate course com

The beginning course will
introduce the beginner to per

I

all, frequently your success

we look forward to sharing
with all of our loved ones com
ing from far and near to partic

which they will long remem

John HL Williams, President,

depends on your boss’ suc
cess.”

the basic course. Although not
a requirement, it is highly rec
ommended that those taking

sending and receiving E-mail.

DEADLINE

whether our boss is enjoyable

ST. PETERSBURG Family Reunions are events

places, downloading files and

man, Ellen Green, Mrs. Pinkie

TAMPA - Let’s face it,

people who have completed

course is offered again, starting
August 23rd.

West Hudson, Rev. C.C. Carl-

ciation.

This course is designed for

selection of activities, excur
sions and healthy ways for

NEWS

Oliver, Lucille Morris and

August 31st.

1-800-605-4442

ONCE A YEAR PEST
CONTROL SERVICE - $189.95
FREE TERMITE INSPECTION

4600 5th Ave. S., St. Petersburg
General Home Development
(727) 321-8719
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Worth Central Florida
Blackstreet Makes It Hot This
Summer With ” Think About It"

Rabies Risk Livestock $10,000 REWARD
Low, Despite Wildlife
Cases
GAINESVILLE - With

farmers, ranchers and horse

mal and the trouble and worry
if you suspect an animal has
contracted rabies.”
Only one confirmed case

owners are asking whether

of rabies in cattle and two

they should give rabies shots to

cases in horses were reported

their animals.

in Florida last year. In contract,
153 cases of rabies in raccoons

rabies menacing Florida rac
coons and other wildlife, dairy

Vaccinations aren’t essen
tial, two University of Florida
veterinarians said.
“We’re not seeing enough
cases of rabies in livestock and
horses to justify widespread

NEW YORK - Multi-plat
inum
R&B/pop
group,

mid-tempo groove that tells
the story of love bordering on

co-founder/producer Teddy
Riley “ThinkAbout You” is a

BLACKSTREET, is set to
release their second single,
Think Aboul You, from their

obsession.

very intensely emotional song
for Blackstreet, and the theme
fits perfectly with the film as

current hit album, Finally. The
album’s first single, Girlfriend/Boyfriend, featuring

Think Abort You is also
featured on the soundtrack
(Jive Records) from the

the characters struggle with
their romantic relationships as
a part of becoming a irian.

of each group member. Teddy,
Chauncey, Eric and Terrell
each “think bout” a special girl
during happier times, as she
ghosts in and out oftheir mem
ory.

Janet Jackson, heated up the

upcoming Paramount/MTV
film, “The Wood” (starring
Omar Epps and Taye Diggs), a

nation’s airwaves this spring

coming of age comedy about

The video clip, conceptual
ized by acclaimed cinematog-

and BLACKSTREETis ready

three young men growing up
in Los Angeles.

rapher/director Malik Sayeed,
is set up as a performance, but

my-Award winning Another
Level-which sold six million
discs worldwide and featured
the
chart-topper
“No

According to the group’s

it features individual vignettes

Diggety”.

to move into summer with
Think About You...a romantic

Other wildlife accounted
for all but 18 of the rabies cases

narian Paul Nicoletti, who

conferences, Writing The
Region: A Writers Workshop
Honoring Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings announces that reg
istration is still open for its third

annual session to be held in
Gainesville and at Ms Rawl
ings’ home in Cross Creek,
Florida from Wednesday, July
28 through Sunday August 1.

Sponsored
by'
the
Gainesville Association for fee

another workshop in a pretty
place but one that has a legiti
mate connection to Ms. Rawl
ings, fee area’s most famous
writer,” and as one where “fee

published to not-yet published
authors - to Gainesville’s his

famous writer doesn’t retreat
after the lecture but spends

toric Hotel Thomas for five

time informally with fee

lancing,” from Historical Non
fiction” to “Autobiography’

dren’s Books” to “Writing
Poetry,” from “Ten Proved
Ways of Getting Published” to
“Writing for Stage and
Screen,” from “Handling the
World of Publishing” to ‘Tree-

would-be writers, even going

perfor

and Memoir.”

so far as to attend sessions wife

mances, and receptions where
workshop leaders and partici

them.” Others have praised

For more information
about Writing fee Region or

Writing the Region as having a

for registration, call the Direc

pants gather over gourmet
foods.

flexible definition of writing;
indeed fee informal sessions

Writing fee Region has
been commended as “not just

tor, Norma Homan, at the toll
free number 1-888-917-7001.

range from “Writing Chil

lectures,

evening

Silver Springs & Wild Saters
Makes Planning A Picnic A Breeze
SILVER SPRINGS, FLPicnics at Silver Springs and
Wild Waters offer all fee ele

ments for fee “ultimate” event:
plenty of outdoor dining loca

tions, an assortment of menu
selections and a full day of

under fee comfort of a covered
tent The Twin Oaks Mansion
features two enclosed wings

locations can accommodate
parties of 2,000 guests or
more.

and is framed by centuries-old

Silver Springs and Wild

cypress trees draped in Span
ish moss.

Waters’ catering services offer
a wide range of picnic menus.

9:00 ajn.

in Florida. The 18 cases

Commission

serves on the Florida Depart

included 13 cats and two dogs.

regarding fee transmittal of

located in fee McPherson

ment of Health’s Rabies Advi
sory Committee.

Things are different else

1999 2nd Cycle Large Scale

where because the animals feat
rabies hits fee hardest vary

EAR Based Test Amend

Governmental Complex, 601
SE 25th Avenue Ocala, FL.

ments, which began at 9:00

For more information call

a.m. last week has been
extended to August 4,1999 at

fee Marion County Planning

owners of prized cattle and

from state to state.

horses may want to have them
vaccinated to be totally safe,
said Thomas Lane, extension
veterinarian for UF’s Institute

In the Midwest, skunks are
a major carrier of fee disease

of Food and Agricultural Sci

accounted for 70 cases - 58
percent of fee state’s 153 total

ences. “This cost of rabies
shots is low , compared to fee

This will be held in the

or Silver Springs’ costume
character, “Swampy” fee alli
gator.
Next door at Wild Waters,
picnic guests can enjoy the
nine-acre waterpark’s eight

and pose a threat to cattle. In
Iowa, for example, skunks

cases last year.

The total circulation of Sunday newspaper editions in
the U.S. is 62.5 million.

cost of losing a valuable ani

- A Rising Rate CD

12 months1

530
Annual Percentage Yield‘

If You Want A CD Rate
That Rises With Interest Rates,

This Is The CD For You.
SouthTrust’s rising rate CD, Market Tracker, lets you take advantage of rising interest
rates.You see, if interest rates rise, so willyour rate ofearnings'. And, if interest jates happen
to drop, you don’t have to worry because the Market Tracker CD Account keeps your

exciting in-park entertainment.

Popular settings at Silver
Springs for after hours events

Whether it is a birthday

chicken, ribs, smoked sausage,

flume rides and wateislides,
450,000-gallon wave pool,

include fee park’s five-acre

hot dogs and hamburger, just

party for 10 or a company pic
nic for 1,000 or more, Silver

three children’s play areas,

Cypress Island, home to the

to name a few.

three championship volleyball

of $2,500 to open and receive the stated APY You can always add to your investment

Big Gator Lagoon attraction;

As a special picnic treat,

and the Promenade Deck,
which provides a front row

with deposits of $500 or more at any time; So hurry into any SouthTrust office and see

arrangements can be made for
a surprise visit by one of fee

courts, food outlets, picnic
facilities, specialty shops, lock

ers, showers, video arcade and

seat to the natural beauty of fee
main spring area and the crys

park’s alligators, birds, snakes,

game roan.

Springs and Wild Waters can
accommodate a variety of
group sizes wife fee parks’ vast
array of picnic facilities.

At Silver Springs, picnick
ers can choose from three
main dining areas during park
hours. The Palm Tent and the
Magnolia Tent provide fee
charm of outdoor entertaining

tal clear headwaters of tiie Sil

Entree

selections

include

investment safe with our guaranteed floor rate during the 12-month term. So you’re
protected no matter which way rates happen to go. This account requires a minimum

why the Market Tracker CD Account is something you should really take advantage of.

MARION COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

ver River.

At Wild Waters, picnic
guests have four different
shaded picnic facilities to

choose from. Together, these

CORRECTIONS ASSISTANT

Be at least 19 years of age as required by law.
CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS
MUST BE FLORIDA CORRECTIONS CERTIFIED

COMMUNICATIONS OFFICERS

GAINESVILLE RESIDENTS:
Send your news items to:
The Tri-County Challenger
2500 9th St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33704

SouthTrustBank

You’re Not Just Another Customer. We re Not Just Another Bank.

STAR OPERATOR

www.southtrust.com

PATROL DEPUTIES

To open an account, come by any of our convenient offices during regular business hours or call

MUST BE FLORIDA LAW ENFORCEMENT CERTIFIED

1-800-CALL-STB (1-800-225-5782)
MARION COUNTY RESIDENCY REQUIRED UPON

EMPLOYMENT

Monday through Friday, between 7 am to 7 pm CST or 8 am to 8 pm EST

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR GED REQUIRED

APPLICANTS ARE SUBJECT TO A THOROUGH

BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION
Most positions require typing.
Applications may be picked up at the
MARION COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
692 NW30th AVENUE, OCALA, FL.

between the hours of 8am and 4:30pm.

The Sheriff’s Office is a Drug Free Workplace

pursuant to FSS 440.102. EOE

auditorium,

office at 620-3394.

album, follows 1996’s Gram

Creative Arts and funded by a
variety of local and state agen
cies, Writing the Region brings
together distinguished artists
and writers of all kinds - from

days of hands-on workshops,

OCALA - The Marion
County Board of County
Commission public hearing,

Finally, the group’s third

Writers Workshop Honors
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
GAINESVILLE-Recog
nized nationally as “one of the
most unique” and also “partic
ipant-friendly” of the writers’

ing to fee State Department of
Health.

vaccinations,” said UF veteri

While the risk is small,

Blackstreet

- 71 percent of tiie 215 cases in

fee state, were found, accord

Marion-Levy
Public Library
Advisory Board
Schedules Meeting

ratcs
cha??c a,ter tllc account is opened at specified quarteriv intervals based on the vield of the 15-week Trr-.i«i,rx
n ..T Subjd7
Add.j*onal
cjn **
UP7
P™ w maturity. API' accurate as 3
11, 1999.This otler is available tor a limited time only at participating SouthTrust offices. Anv fees imposed max reduceth^
app •t0 ,he
rate'Available t0
M— *p^
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North Central Florida
Celebration Of Dr. Bethune's 124th

provided.

Society In
Ocala

Birthday
In the spirit of Dr.
Bethune’s love and dedication
to youth, several young per
formers paid homage to this
great lady. The Harriet Tubman Expressions, a youth
group from Chattanooga, Ten

nessee performed a dramatic
sketch

about

fee

many

changes Dr. Bethune would

experience if she were to come
back and see the inroads

African American youth have

made since her death in 1955,

at the age of 79. Additionally,
fee young performers sang fee

chorus to ‘1 Can” as their
group leader Ms. Della Chislom led them in song. An addi

tional number was performed
DAYTONA BEACH Bethune-Cookman College
was the site for a celebration of
the 124th birthday of the
school’s founder Dr. Mary
McLeod Bethune. An intimate

College President and 1950
graduate. Dr. Oswald P. Bron
son, Sr. introduced speaker Dr.
James Brooks Assistant Pro

fessor of Religion and Philoso
phy at B-CC and author of

woman who knew God first.”
Dr. Brooks reminded fee

by Amber Denise Streeter, fee
young daughter of 1985 B-OC

audience feat “we must never

graduate Karen Streeter.
Special recognition was

forget fee voice of Dr. Bethune
because she is present, yet far

away,” He added feat we
should be reminded of her

group of well-wishers sat
beneath the massive oak trees

Wounded Underneath.
Bronson, who kew

Bethune’s former home, the
Foundation, weathering the

Bethune personally, stated that
“we have all been blessed by

intense afternoon heat.

plishments, winning teams in

the spirit of Dr. Bethune. She

A beautiful musical rendi
tion of Dr. Bethune’s Last Will

every sport distinguished grad

by John Ware, minister of

was a woman who was pow
erfully influential in the open
ing of new vistas for the edu
cational, social and civil

music at Christ Community

advancement

Church Lakeland, Florida.

Americans, but she was also a

and Testament was performed

of

Dr.
Dr.

African

legacy during this “exciting
time at B-CC of fine accom

uates, and growth and devel
opment that is second to

none.” He added feat “fee
story of her life should be

given to Dr. Robert Williams

who will be organizing fee
Maty McLeod Bethune Lead
ership Development Institute -

an annua 1 scholarly conference
and cultural festival which will

Bethune’s writings on racial
collaboration, the education of
African American youth and

fee socio-economic develop
ment of fee black community

taught to every young child in

to be held May 15-20,2000 in

every town.”

Daytona Beach.

Mom & Pop Winans
ported their kids by sponsoring
them in talent shows around
Detroit.
Now feat they are done

a love story. A story about a
20ish couple who loved God
more than anything else. They
met in a gospel group in 1950,

nurturing their children’s tal

fell in love, married and in
A"' '
spite of their love for gospel
music, gave up their musical
careers because they loved
their children more than the

ents and helping them get
grounded in the gospel music
industry, Mom & Pop are
eagerly taking up fee careers
they abandoned in 1950. Their

spotlight. They didn’t feel they
could adequately raise children

kids talked them into recording
first solo albums and their

and lead the nomadic, often

daughters Angie & Debbie are

of gospel

releasing fee two albums on

singers. So, they put their

fee Against The Flow Records
label they founded in 1997. On
Mom’s CD, “It’s Been An

unstable

lives

musical careers aside and took
regular jobs to set up house

keeping and to plan for having
eventually have ten children.
On November 21, 1953

lems regarding food or any

see we’re their example. I was

Delores “Mom” Ransom were
married. The day before David

thing. My mother was a great
inspiration in our marriage.

fee example to fee boys and
Moms was fee girls’ example.

was laid off from Chrysler and

She would have us bring the

called so because through each

they went on welfare for a
while. They moved into his

kids out and prepare breakfast

I’m not going to tell you some
thing that I’m not going to do.

and things like that. She would

Gospel was my life! That’s

tantly. Alot Of record labels tell

mother’s home temporarily.

always tell me the darkest part

what I believe in... By me

artists to tone down the preach

By the time their first child

of day is just before dawn.
Don't worry. Things will

being fee parent and the leader

ing or not to use the word

of fee home that’s what you

“Jesus” in their gospel music

change and it has. She didn’t
live to see it, but it changed

gonna believe in... The Bible

in an effort to have the music

says be ye doers not just sayers. They might have heard it
outside, but they didn’t bring it
inside. “ They taught their kids
to love God and to love gospel

cross-over

worked for Chrysler. Over the
years, he also drive a taxi and
was a barber. Mom was a typ
ist ‘T’ve always had a couple

greatly.”
The ten Winans children
were raised in the church and

of jobs,” Pops recalls. “But

only listened to gospel music.

through it all it was nice. If I

Pops says, ‘T found out music

had it to do all over again, I

has a spirit When you get into

would. We never had no prob-

the gospel as parents, kids can

I
!

music and from early ages, all
of fee kids showed a great flair
for music. Moro & Pep sup-

If you

to

mainstream

radio, but Pop refused to be
censored in that manner. His

bluesy-gutbucket gospel is

reminiscent of legendary quar
tets such as The Soul Stirrers.

have

information

that

this paper, send it in, and we'll

BE TYPEWRITTEN,

OR
NEATLY PRINTED

I

call 732-4771. This program is

Mistress of Ceremony was
Gwen Williams; Devotion ser
vice was led.by- Deacons
Arthur Sams and William Milton; Welcome and Occasion

Mine...But It’s The Lord’s”.

sponsored in Marion County
by fee Volunteer Service.
**********
Hankins is Programs

There are four areas where

programs have been initiated
for adults who wish to
improve their English, or may
speak English as a 2nd lan

guage.
There are community cen
ters located in Hickory

MAD DADS

was stated by Arzula Hanni
bal; Scripture by Deacon Cecil

Tracy Hankins assumes
post of Program Administra-

Adams and Responsive Read
ing by Rev. John Hannibal.

tor/Public Relations for MAD
DADS of Greater Ocala. Her
jurisdiction will include fee

The speaker for fee occa
sion was Mildred Vernon;

rus. The speakers were Mil
dred Washington of Covenant
and Barbara Washington of

Alternative Sentencing Pro

the choir while words of

grams and all aspects of After
School Diversion Programs, as

appreciation came from Janie
Jackson. Remarks came from

Mt. Moriah. Also Gloria

well as matters pertaining to
Pubic Relations for MAD

Rev. Hannibal. Choir officers

and Diona Sweeney of Eighth
Street Church of God.
The program continued
wife Scripture by Rose Rawls;
Praise in Song by United Bap
tist and Mt. Moriah Male Cho

Thrower of Shady Grove and
Lois Lilly of Greater
Hopewell. Words of Encour

agement came from Evelyn

Selections were rendered by

and members in include Lillie
Mae Adams, Musician; Janie

DADS.

Hankins worked as a stu
dent intern for 1997. After

Jackson, President; Arthur

Sams, Vice President; Arzula
Hannibal, Director; Clinton

Knoll/Sutten Place, Silver
Springs Shores Presbyterian

guests by Oreatha Stadom

completing her Master’s
degree in Social Work from

Broxton; Closing remarks

Barry

Miami

Adams, Jean Kinsler, Bobbie
Otis, Geneva Sams, Lennard

Church, Steeplechase Apart

came from Pastor EF. Brox
ton.

Shores, FL she returned to fee

Thomas, Mildred Vernon and

agency. Hankins has five years
of professional experience

Lula Williams.

ments, and Marion County
Health Department. Tutors are
needed to read to and wife
children ages K-3rd grades

who are in need of reading

James; Acknowledgements of

Maude Washington was
Chair; Ida Wilford, Vice Chair,
Ethel Shields, Secretary and

opportunity to interact wife a
child, and provide positive

impacts on a young life. The

University,

focusing on children and fami
lies in fee areas ofAssessment

■ Birthday Greetings

Happy Birthday greetings
go out to Ethel Mae Nelson,

Day at New Zion

On Sunday, July 18,1999

Deaconesses Observance Day

was held at New Zion Mis
sionary Baptist Church in
Ocala. The theme for the occa

be reached at (352) 369-1973
or (352) 629 3100.
Ik********

July 19th; KeLaura Reynolds;
July 20th; Eddie Roy Arnold,

was Catherine Robinson from

July 22nd; Catherine Murray

Anniversary Program at

fee Eighth Street Church of
God. She was introduced by

Brown, July 23rd; Roberta
Gabriel Woods, July 23 and

New St Mary

Darion Tyler. The program
included praise in song by Mt

LeVeme Cogdell, July 24fe.

Weathers of Greater Hopewell

Deaconesses Observance

Hankins office is located in
fee Dream Center, and she can

The Mistress of Ceremony

come and Occasion by
Josephine Byrd; Devotional
Praises from Janet Jones of
New St John; Ora Lee Jackson qf St. Paul; Mercedes

**********

and Diagnosis Treatment and
Counseling.

Lula Williams, Chaplin.

improvement
This is a one-on-one

sion was “Deaconesses Walk
ing In The Newness of Light.”

Chairs for fee occasion were
sisters Stadom Broxton arid

New St Mary Missionary
Baptist Church held its 26th

Darion Tyler.

Happy Wedding

Anniversary

Happy wedding anniver
sary wishes go out to Lauretta
and Darron Wallace, July 24th.
tutor needs no experience.
Training and support will be

“To win in the industrial
world, you need customers
who believe in you.”
f

try to use it in an

“I had the education. I had the
determination. I had the vision.

't/v

'RLV-.

But just as I needed the support
of my teammates to win in
basketball,1 needed the support
A ISfe-Jk of customers who believed

W.
"W

WHpk

in me to win in the industrial
world as a manufacturer of
automotive parts.

General Motors demonstrated their faith in me
early on. Having GM as a major customer not only

|

provided important cash flow, but it did something
else; it gave me the credibility to attract other customers.

With customers like GM; there is life
'after basketball.”

Z/

Dave Bing, CEO

might make a good article for

SUBMITTED, MUST

teers to help children and
adults improve their lives
through tutoring.

song, he sings about God bla

For any information
leading to the person
or persons responsible i
fc-r vandalizing the
Weekly Challenger
newspaper boxes.
Call 896-2922 with

ALL ARTICLES

American Reads of Mari
on County needs caring volun

Pop’s CD “Uncensored” is

REWARD!

1
$
II

Needs Tutors

saxophonist Kirk Whalum and
TV host Bobby Jones.

Send Us News!
IfjiliBlBlSlBigigiBlBlBlBlBlBl
I

sion was ‘This Battle Is Not

includes guest appearances by

David “Pop” Winans and

arrived a year later, they
moved into a flat and he

Ocala. The theme for fee occa

Sun Volunteer Center in
Ocala. For more information,

Administrator for

Big Sun Volunteer Center

monic Orchestra. The set

Mom & Pop Winans

on Sunday, July 18, 1999 in

Reads Coordinator at the Big

Florence Williams Ray

Affair To Remember” she’s
backed by fee London Philhar

two children. They would

Rose Jones is America

by

Moriah Male Chorus; Wel

WASHINGTON-This is

Choir #1 anniversary program

The Bing Group, Jnc.

r

r '
j

I

'

BB

?

f
i

i

u fipnpral Mntnr.Q

■ Gl

We Never lorget Who's Driving.

upcoming

A

issue.

Joli Tour Cruises, Inc.

>-

At the Business Center
3300 S.W. 34th Ave. • Suite 160 #2 • Ocala, FL 34474
Licensed & Bonded
"Cruise With the Experts"

■

fz

A

■

CRUISE VACATIONS on SALE
Fall Holiday
Best Prices Now!

All Major Cruise Lines
Fundraisers Available
(352) 237-2881

1

Chevrolet • Pontiac • Old^mobile • Buick • Cadillac • CMC
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John Hope Fraklin
Professorship In
Southern History
Created At USF-----

Rev. Kevin M. James, Sr., Delivers Summer
Commencement Address At B-CC----------campus as a sacred and spiritu

DAYIONA BEACH -

al place.”

The Reverend Kevin M.
James, Superintendent of fee
St Petersburg District of fee

students feat they have an

United Methodist Church, re

obligation to give from their

ceived an honorary Doctor of

hearts so that others can have
an opportunity to come to BCC. Rev. James jokingly

Rev. James reminded the

Divinity degree from BethuneCookman College at fee sum

ny after addressing one of the

added, “even if you just bring
back $1.50,” which was fee

largest summer graduating

amount fee school’s founder,

classes in fee College’s recent

Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune,
began fee college wife in 1904.

mer commencement ceremo

history.

He added feat “you can give
without loving, but you can’t
love without giving.”

Rev. James, who is fee

youngest district superinten
dent appointed in fee state qf

Florida

Ray Arsenault
PETERSBURG -

such a position at a predomi-

One of the world’s most emi
to a professorship at fee Uni
versity of South Florida St

nantly white institution.
Al fee age of 84, Franklin
remains an active scholar. His
latest book, Runaway Slaves:

Petersbuig.
John Hope Franklin, a his

Rebels on the Plantation, was
published in April. He is fee

torian whose distinguished 60-

most widely honored Ameri
can historian of fee 20th centu

ST.

nent scholars has lent his name

year career has focused on
African-American history and
civil rights, now has an

ry, having, received more than
100 honorary degrees. In 1995

and

fee

James encouraged the
graduates, two of whom were
grandmothers, “to complete

second

■youngest in fee Southeastern
Jurisdiction, addressed fee
. graduating class and encour
aged them to put their hands
“in fee hands of fee one whq
stills fee waters and to always

Rev. Kevin M. Janies, Sr.
graduating seniors will have
fee cherished opportunity to be
inspired, challenged and in

stretch (their) hands to Jesus”.
Bethune-Cookman Col
lege President Dr. Oswald P,

formed by one of BefeuneCookman’s top, successful

Bronson stated feat Rev.

role models.”
James’ commencement ad-i
A native of Daytona
dress “will ensure feat fee Beach, James spent a great

fee circle of educating fee
hand, fee heart and fee mind,”
which was Dr. Bethune’s phi

deal of time on fee B-CC cam

losophy on educating the com

pus. He received a Bachelor of
Science degree wife a major in

plete student, and to “remain

humble as you leave Bethune-

Religion and Philosophy from
fee institution in 1983. ‘T have
always had a great apprecia
tion for B-CC,” James stated.

Cookman.”

‘T have always viewed fee

Sony Hosts Black Music Symposium

Arsenault is fee author of

Franklin was educated at Fisk
University and later at Harvard
University, where he received
his PhD in history in 1941.
During fee 1940s he earned a
reputation as a top scholar of

on fee relationship between
technology and regional cul

n

it card. Walk-on golfers are
also welcomed.
Library Forum: A public

forum to discuss fee new Aza
lea Branch Library is sched

Board, Environmental Devel
opment Commission, Housing

uled for Thursday, July 22nd at
7pm at the Azalea Adult Cen
ter, 1600 72nd St N. City staff

Roundtable, Human Relations

will be joined by consultants

Review Board, Nuisance
Abatement Board and Social

posed site plan and schematic

Services Allocations Commit
tee. If you are interested in

and architects to review a pro
design of fee new library and
receive public input. Contact
893-7913.
Looper

The

Scoops:

Mayor specifying which com

downtown St Petersburg trol

mittee .and attach a resume.
Send to: Mayor David J. Fis

comed its 100,000th rider yes

Petersburg, FL 33731.
Tee Time: Here’s an easy
way to reserve your tee time at
Mangrove Bay Golf Course,
875 62nd Ave. NE. Call fee

TAMPA

ture has been featured in The

dom: A History of, Negro

pleting two books on fee origin

Americans. That work, now in
its eight edition has sold nearly

of the modem civil rights
movement.
‘The designation of this
professorship brings a national
visibility to fee campus,” said
Bill Heller, campus executive

school desegregation suit A

officer and dean. “And it

year later he became chair of
fee history department at
Brooklyn College, fee 'first

reflects positively on fee
research arid scholarship of
Ray Arsenault.”

African-American to hold

have informa

tion that might make a

good

article for ’this

paper, send it ir, and

we'll tfy to use it in an
upcoming issue.

L-R (Top): LeBaron Taylor, Sr., Jessfjca Care Moore, Gil Scott-Heron, Isisara Bey,Sekou Sundiata
and Carl Hancock Rux (Bottom) Nikki Giovanni, Laini Mataka and Sarah Jones
NEW YORK-In celebra joined forces wife: five Other
tion of Black Music Month, dynamic spoken word artists.
Sony Music Entertainment

Over 35D fens filled fee
Corporate Affairs recently Sony Plaza Atrium while a
hosted an exciting symposium global audience watched, live

where poetic legends, Nikki • via fee internet at www.gopoGiovanni arid Gil Scott-Heron etiy.com and also www.plat-

Pictured top left to right::
LeBaron Taylor, Sr. VP, Cor

Entertainment, Sekou Sundia

ley service, The Looper; wel

terday. Matt, a visitor from
Sweden, boarded fee trolley ait
The Pier at 11:30am. The
Looper operates seven days a

week from 11am to 5pm and

services ten stops. Service runs

porate Affairs, Sony Music

Pictured bottom left to

Entertainment, Jessica Care
‘.Moore, Gil Scott-Heron, Isis

right are: Nikki Giovanni,

Laini Mataka and Sarah Jones.

next regularly scheduled meet

ing of fee Board of Directors
of Pinellas Opportunity Coun

LESS CRIME i&

cil, Inc., a private non-profit

It takes yon — and programs that work.

organization, will be held at

1-727-5.20-1888

Pager:

1-727^02-3333,

Fax:

1-727-520-8765

entanglements in or falls from
farm equipment, including

tractors, horses (being tram
pled or struck) and drowriings.
Although safety belts and
roll-over protective structures,

tion for fee center.

or ROPS, are available to pro

“This is fee first compre
hensive analysis of deaths
from injuries ip Florida farms
and ranches,” tiller said. “It's

tect farmers against being
pinned or crushed by over
turned tractors, tractors manu
factured before 1985 were not

important work, because we

equipped wife fee safety fea

cannot plan effective injury

tures.
ROPS are metal structures

know how people fee getting

feat resemble roll bars in race

hurt.”
Filler analyzed data on

cars. ‘Together wife seat belts,
ROPS can prevent 99 percent
qf fee deaths from tractor over

Services Injury Prevention and
Control Program. Florida’s
migrant farm worker popula

turns,” said Carol Lehtola, of
fee University of Florida’s

Institute of Food and Agricul
tural Sciences.

tion was included in fee statis

open to fee public, will be held

at fee St Petersburg Junior
College Administration Build

ing, 8580 66th Street North,
Some people are broken

Pinellas Park.
The Chair of the POC

under fee strain, and others

Board, Jim McGarvey, will

break down because of failure

preside.

to abstain.
best friend or your worst
enemy.
Some people mature at

twenty eight, some at thirty
eight and some one hundred
and eight.

Phone:

causes of fatal injuries were

according to Karen Filler,
associate professor of public
health and director of educa

Bureau of Emergency Medical

www.weprevent.org

The leading cause of adult

deaths from injuries was from
machinery, primarily over
turned tractors - a finding con
sistent with national studies of
farm injuries, Liller said.
In children, fee leading

agriculture from 1989 to 1998,

farm fatalities from fee Florida

7:30pm on Tuesday, July 27,

-Martin Luther King, Jr.

"Mr. Mike or Mrs. Mike"

Call 1-800-WE PREVENT and we’ll send
you a free booklet on how you and
your community can keep kids away
from crime and crime away from kids.

N© ACCIDENT

tics.

and 20 children died in Florida

ta and Carl Hancock Rux.

ara Bey, St Director, Corpo

South Florida.
Two hundred eleven adults

prevention programs until we

" Our hope for creative living.:Jies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and
socialjustice."

6553 - 46th St. N., Suite 905
Pinellas Park, FL 33781

Center at fee University of

rate Affairs, Sony Music

ST PETERSBURG-The

The tongue can be your

Mr. Mike’s Gourmet Foods, Inc.

cultural Health and Safety

.

form.net

Her universe is about to explode,
with possibilities.

Pinellas
Opportunity
Council
Meeting

1999
The meeting, which is

"I BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
TRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL
LOVE WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD
IN REALITY. I STILL BELIEVE THAT
WE SHALL OVERCOME."
-MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Accidents

Florida farms, according to a
study by fee Deep-South Agri

Send Us News!

If you

—

involving tractors and other
heavy equipment are fee most
common cause of fatalities on

history, line. He currently is editing an

cation From Slavery to Free

B

bers and reserving with a cred

Tractors Still
Killing Florida's
Farm Workers
USF Study Finds

New York Times and
Newsweek, on National Publie Radio and on ABC’s Nightanthology on the environmerii
history of Florida and is com

8
8

Commission, Civil Service

cher, P.O. Box 2842,' St.

two prize-winning books,
Franklin, who spends part of including St. Petersbuig and
each winter in St. Petersburg.
fee Florida Dream, 1988A native of Oklahoma, 1950. His continuing research

attorneys prepare for the
Brown v. Board of Education

Impairments, City Beautiful

time callers can use the service
by entering their phone num

locations of fee stops.

strong commitment to liberal
arts and allow USF to honor

helped NAACP

rently 19 openings on various
committees, including posi
tions on fee Arts Advisory
Committee, the Committee to
Advocate for Persons wife

while visiting the course. First

reserve tee times up to seven

endowed professorship to be

Franklin

public policy. There are cur

tion ID Number from golf staff

tion. The Franklin Professor
ship at USF is fee first
named in his honor.

4-million copies. In 1954

community and help guide

golfers can receive a Reserva

every 30 minutes. There is a
50c fere. Contact 821-5166 for

tory will enhance fee campus’

especially after his 1947publi

committees feat offer citizens
fee opportunity to serve their

Race and Reconcilia

chi

Professorship in Southern His

African-American

6am. Frequent Mangrove Bay

automated reservation line at
893-1790.
Golfers may

tive

The John Hope Franklin

Petersbuig has more than 20
boards, commissions and

serving on any of these com

dent Ginton’s National Initia

at fee St Petersbuig campus.

days in advance starting at

mittees, address a letter to fee

endowed professorship of he was awarded the Presiden
Southern history named after tial Medal of Freedom, fee
him. The Professorship will be nation’s highest civilian award,
held by Raymond Arsenault, a in a White House ceremony,
leading interpreter of Southern and he recently chaired Presi

history and culture who also
directs USF’s Honors Program

St.

Serve Your City:

JAMES A. THOMAS
Premier Service Agent

________

/lllstatB

You’re in good hands.

CARPETSALE
OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STOCK • BUY TODAY, INSTALL TOMORROW
DURABLE
BERBERS

Pri^2®®

PricedS^®®

From

8H

ANY 3
ROOMS

SQ. YD.

6055 9th St. So.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Bus (813) 865-1409.
FAX (813) 864-6779
© 1996 Allstate Insurance Company, .
Northbrook, Illinois. 24-hour customer service

is available through select Allstate locations.

HEAVY
TEXTURE

WEARDATED
TEXTURE

$fi99 $1099
$499
I
W
Over

40

Colors

Priced
From

■

SQ.YD.

From

In

SQ.YD.

Stock

TILE
CARPET CERAMIC
Best Selection

$399
Up to 40 Sq. Yds. Installed w/Pad

Allstate Insurance Company

REMANT
BLOWOUT

COMMERCIAL
LEVEL LOOP

and Prices Anywhere
Priced
From

89*

CARPET
TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

S.W. CORNER OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST.

249-2088

ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590

SO. YD.

WHOLE
HOUSE

Great
Buy

SQ.YD.

CARPET

*799

Up to 80 Sq. Yds. Installed w/Pad

BAYONET POINT
N.E. CORNER OF U.S. 19 & HWY. 52 x

NEW LOCATION 868-7424

•
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Clarendon Family 'Clean Up' As Hours Extended Houston Site For 1999
For Residential
Winners Of National Contest — Parking Permit Urban League Conference
Applications- - - - ST. PETERSBURG-The
City qf St Petersburg is issuing

residential parking permits to
qualified dome district and
downtown residents. The
parking permits are available

to residents who live in the
area from 5th Ave. N. to 5th
Ave. S. between Bayshore
Drive and 22nd Street

Residents may apply for a
parking permit at fee City’s
Transportation and Parking

GREENWICH, CT What would it be like to have
your family win a national
contest just because they enjoy
having fun together? Just ask

• motorists who reside

within a Residential Parking
Zone to park their vehicles
within their assigned zone

beyond fee two hour limit cur

rently posted.
• parking privileges to be
extended to visitors through a
registered resident’s Visitor

Parking Permit. These are
valid only within fee resident’s,

Services Complex, 1744 9th

block
The Residential Barking
Permits will NOT allow:

Ave. N.- Monday through Fri
day, 8am to 5pm. The complex

parking in any otherwise
prohibited parking zones such

will maintain extended hours

as disabled parking spaces, fire

The Clarendons

Monday through Friday, 7am

hydrants, bus stops or ‘No

“My family is everything

‘2-d’ life-size, cardboard stand

to 6pm now through July 30th.

Parking to Comer’ areas, etc. -

up of Ben produced so he was
n’t left out of the photo shoot

There is a $15 annual
administrative fee for each perrriit issued, which includes two

• free or extended parking
in metered areas, Loading

Visitor Parking Permits. The.
Visitor Parking Permits allow

cles Only’ spaces.

to me,” said Mrs. Clarendon.
“Motherhood is certainly the
biggest project I’ve ever

undertaken, and by- far the

the Clarendons - Susan and
Rich and their two sons Ben

After the photo shoot, the
Clarendons made their way

most satisfying full-time career
I could imagine. The boys

(15) and Daniel (12) of Wri-

through Manhattan along with
‘2-D Ben’ and their cameras,

have given Rich and me great
joy for all of our fifteen years

taking snapshots of him every
where.

porarily park visiting vehicles

within their block.

from Bayshore Dr. to M.L.

“I’m grateful as a kid my

Residents must show
proof of personal residency
within fee specified residential

King/9feStN.

co[, FL, the winners of the
Lever 2000 Family Fun Con

of parenthood.”

test The Clarendons received

As part of the prize pack

a very memorable, all-expense
paid trip to New York City to

age, Lever 2000 flew the entire
family on a trip to New York

appear in special edition of
Family Circle this October just
by answering the simple ques

(except Ben who was away at
a camp in Costa Rica), where a
famous advertising photogra

tions “How does your family

pher, Joel Baldwin, took their

have fun together?

photo, along with all their cam

Susan and Rich expressed
that their family enjoys “going

eras. Their photo and essay
will appear in a special Octo
ber edition of Family Circle

we try to do the same for our
children, both within the com

devoted to family life and how
Mieshavecta^tao^

nhotns together

on safari to shoot photos”safari meaning throughout
their Florida neighborhood.
“Whatever we happen across,
whether it be goofy lawn orna

the century.

ments, white peacocks prowl
ing a plant nursery or antique

The Clarendon’s photo
shoot was exceptional. Since
Ben was away at summer

farm equipment.”

camp, Ryan Promotions had a

parents exposed me to the arts
when I was a kid-jazz, folk
and classical music, art, plays

a resident wife a permit to tem

zone, a driver’s license and a
vehicle registration for each

and movies,” Mrs. Clarendon
said about the importance of
families having fun. “Our par

vehicle

ents have been good role mod
els for community work, and

The Residential Parking
Permits will allow:

munity and having fun taking

bdieve

that in the millennium it will be
important for families to find
quietude and serenity in the
midst of chaos.

registered to

the

address requiring a permit.

Zones or ‘Commercial Vehi

• parking in fee no permit,
‘commercial area’ bounded
from 1st Ave. N. to 1stAve. S.

on over to Pinellas Suncoast
Transit Authority’s (PSTA)

newest Bikes on Buses outlet

in

downtown

Clearwater.

John’s Bicycle Market at 707
Geveland Street has joined

this popular program as a train

people have become permit
holders and over 47,000 bike
trips have been made. The bike
and bus combination makes
travel easy for commuting to

work, school or recreational
purposes. Because PSTA’s

ing and permitting location.

program compliments the
Bikes on Buses program in

Located just two blocks from

Hillsborough County, cyclists

PSTA’s Park Street Terminal

process.

The

bike

racks

accommodate single seat two
wheeled bikes and can hold
two bikes per rack. Bikes on

normal regulations in these
specialized zones will be frilly
enforced as usual.
For more information,

contact the Transportation and
Parking Services Department

at 892-5341 or 893-7421.

"I BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
TRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL
LOVE WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD
IN REALITY. I STILL BELIEVE THAT
WE SHALL OVERCOME.*1
-MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

for additional locations, hours
of operation and bus service
information. In Hillsborough

County, call HART’s Cus
tomer Service Office ’it (813)
254-4278.

SAVE
WATER!

gathered at a recent press con
ference to announce that

lett, National Urban League
President and CEO Hugh B.*

Houston is fee host city for fee

Price, Shell Oil Company Vice

available from 7 convenient

locations throughout Pinellas
County for a cost of $2.00

the Bicycle Market is an easy

convenient ride by bike or bus.

buses in PSTA’s fleet have

Individuals interested in

Since the Bikes on Buses

been equipped with the bicycle

obtaining a permit and training

program was introduced in

racks. Bike riders age 8 to 17
require fee permission and sig

should call PSTA’s InfoLine at
(727) 530-9911 (Voice/TTY)

National Urban League’s 1999.
Annual Conference.

President of Corporate Affairs

Shell Oil Company will

Susan Borches, Houston Area

serve as conference chair. This
year’s Conference theme is

Urban League President &

“Agenda 2000;Equity and
Power for fee New Millenni
um.”
‘According.to Price, police
brutality and affirmative action
will be high on fee conference
agenda. The conference is
scheduled for August 8
through 11, at fee George R.
Brown Convention Center.

Shingles vaccine Being
Tested In Adults Over 60
HOUSTON — A stronger
dose of the chickenpox vac
cine is being tested in elderly

adults to see if it can prevent
shingles,

ZZ YOUR
LETTERS
<
TO THE
EDITOR.

1

reactivate arid travel down

nerves to fee skin, where it

prevent fee disease.”
Volunteers for fee study

causes a painful rash on one
side of fee body, such as an

must be at least 60 years of age
and 'must have had chicken

area of the back, chest, or face.

pox or lived in fee United
States for at, least 30 years,

Baylor College of Medi
cine, in Houston is one of 21

The shingles rash usually
heals within several weeks, but

medical centers testing the

extreme pain from damaged

vaccine as part of a national

nerves can persist for years,
This condition, called posther
petic neuralgia, can be severe
ly debilitating;

Veterans Affairs Cooperative
Studyl
and nerve infection caused by

“More than half of all

fee caricella-zoster virus, fee
same virus that causes chicken

cases of shingles occur in
patients who are 60 or older,

pox. Most children get chicken

and half of fee people who live

pox and > recover from the
widespread blisters it causes,
but fee virus then hides out in
troops of nerve cells next to fee
spinal cord. At various times
after chickeh pox, most com

monly in late adulthood, fee
varicella-zoster virus might

Buses training and permit
cards to not expire, feid are

are also able to take their bike
on HARTline buses. All 147

January of 1998, over 2500

dent & CEO GJ. “Joidy”Tol-

Shingles is a painful skin

nature of a legal guardian dur
ing the training and permitting

CEO Sylvia Brooks and

Houston Mayor Lee P. Brown,

Drivers should note that

Ride The Bus & Take Your Bike Along
CLEARWATER - Pedal

WASHINGTON, D.C. The Greater Houston Conven
tion and Visitors Bureau Presi

to be age 85 will get fee disease,” said Dr. Wendy Keitel,
principal investigator for fee
Baylor site, “Athough there

are effective antiviral medica
tions to treat shingles, patients
could be spared fee whole
ordeal if we had a vaccine to

which would make them likety to have been exposed to fee
varicella-zoster virus. People

who have already had shingels

are not eligible.
Keitel hopes to enroll
1,800 adults from fee Houston
area, including patients from
fee Houston Veterans Affairs
Medical Center and Ben Taub
General Hospital. Eh. Richard
Hamill and Carmel Dyer in
Baylor’s Department of Medi

cine will help recruit patients
for fee study.

Volunteers can call (713)
798-3793.
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Church News
Traveler’s Rest U.S. Congresswoman Carrie
Rev. Donald Browne and

be made known unto God.”

the entire Travelers Rest

Philippians 4:6. We need to
pray individually and corpo
rately as a church family.
Weekly activities:

Church family extends a warm
Christian welcome to all to
worship with us on Sunday,
July 25th, at 10:45am. Our

Youth Department will be in

July 22nd, Midday Bible
Study, 11am.

charge of Worship Service.

July 24th, District #4, Dea

The C.Y.YA. Choir will sing,
and the Youth Ushers will be in

charge of doorkeeping duties.

con William Lee, meeting,
10am; C.YY.YA Choir
rehearsal, 12:30pm.

The membership is encour

July 25th, Sunday School,

aged to please support our

9:30am; Morning Worship,

young people.
Pastor Browne continues

10:45am; Baptist Training

to focus on ‘Prayer’. The scrip
ture states, “Be careful for

Union, 5pm; Y2K Prayer
Team, 6:30pm.

Meeks Coming To Our City
Pastor Rev. Quintin Parker

the banquet The banquet will

The entire community is

and the WJHG Committee
members of Moore’s Chapel

be held at the St Petersburg
Bayfront Hilton at 6:30pm.

invited to participate in this
gala event which promises to

AM.E. Church are very excit

Congresswoman Meeks,

be spirit-filled, informative,

ed and making plans for the

of Miami, is the first African

enlightening and entertaining.

11am. 8am fee sermon will be
delivered by Rev. Ira Whitson.

church’s upcoming banquet.
Congresswoman Meeks
will be the keynote speaker for

American elected to Congress

For additional information,
please call the church (727)

11am fee sermon will be deliv
ered by Rev. Parker. Music

from Florida since Recon

321-3545.

struction.

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Church

You are cordially invited to
attend the 25th Annual Dual

the delectable refreshments
and register for your favorite

The Word will come forth by
our own Missionary-Elouise

Day Tea for Galilee Mission
ary Baptist Church on Sunday,
July- 25th. The theme for this
year’s tea will be ‘An All Aux

auxiliary.
The tea will take place in

Lindsey. Come hear what feus

23rd, 7pm, every Friday night

saife fee Lord.
In addition to our weekly

sons. Margaret Brown and
Deacon Rogers Jordan are the
Dual Day general chairper

'

Antioch Church
Ph # 866-3842
4601 34th Street South

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"
Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

at 9:30am wife Superintendent

St.

Church: 327-8072
9:30a.m.

Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

AM

Radio also same.time on the Intel
WWW.TANTALK.COM

COME AS YOU

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor
Sunday Services
Sunday School .................................9:30
Morning Worship ............................... 11;00
Baptist Training Union ...........................5:00
Evening Worship ................................6:00
W&ckA/ Services
Bihle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bihle Study, Wed nesday 7:00-p.m.
77ic church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Morning Worship.............'.__________ ,______ _____

8:00 a.m.

Sunday School..................................... ............... ......
9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.......................................................... 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed............ .............. 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarteriv
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Phone: 898-3838

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Pfcv rsburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, “hureh
THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Oi. '-d

Sunday: Morning Services
Sunday School............... .. .. .............. 9:30 am
Morning Worship................................................................ .11:00am

Youth Bible Study . . ............... . .Wed,

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

1135 37th Street Sooth, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

...... .Wed.

6:30
7:00

pm

pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.
The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

First Baptist Institutional

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
Church:

Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

3144

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089
Sunday Worship

........................ ,i0:30 a.m.

Sunday School ....................... .................. ................ .. .9.Q0 a.m.

Prayer Service/Bible Study ......................... Tues. 7:00 p.m.
Junior Church Fellowship ............Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

Morning Worship - ll:OO a.m*

Tutoring ................................... Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

j Welcome... This church opens wide the door -

The Rev Harrv L

D.XuiSa.to,

of CUst and Our Lorrl suys: ‘COMEP
Transportation Is Available

Mt. Zion AFRICAN
Methodist Episcopal ChuRch
GREATER

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are':
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

NO DRESS CODE

Clearwater, Florida 33516
Parsonage: 446-6056

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

ARE

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

Cktl ck Pkone: 443-1945

at a"timeS'

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701

AM
h Service"
6-Tl yrs..

RADIO MINISTRY 4:30-5:00 PM
WTAN-1340 AM every Sunday evening

Phone: 323-7518
Rev. Clyde Williams We Welcome

UTES
ERVICE

St. Jonn Missionary Baptist Church
1500 N. Pennsylvania
Avenue
lvania JAv<

2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

General Bible Study

Grant.

"APt^eedti^lingandKestoration''

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

Sunday School................ 9:30 a.m.
MorningWorship .......,.... 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night

date to be announced.
Information
regarding

SUNDAY 7:00 PM
"A Night of Prophecy"

33772
(727) Z27-S444

Daily Prayer (Tu &Th)11 a.m.-12 p.m

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

date to be announced.
Official Board meeting

i"

6:30p.m.

Greater 81. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

date to be announced.
Trustee Board meeting

MINISTRY
SERVICE

SUNDAY f
"Power Bri
"Children's

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

fee 1st and 2nd Sunday.
Male Chorus rehearsal,

Wed., 12pm.

SUNDAY

gtvettcte SotttTl

Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Prayer & New Comers Class

Choir

rehearsal, Thursdays before

'•PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING"

10:30 AM.................. PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES .......SUNDAY
9:00 AM.................................. CHURCH SCHOOL............................. SUNDAY
5:00 P.M...........................FELLOWSHIP & DINNER .........TUESDAY
7:00 PM........................................ BIBLE STUDY ..............TUESDAY
6:00 PM................................. PRAYER SERVICES .......................... TUESDAY
7:30 PM..........................MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL .......THURSDAY

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

Sunday.
Inspirational

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
1 -800^694-3532/(727) 343-5452

Sunday school 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

Tuesday before fee 1st and 2nd

Mose Phillip Bell in charge.

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707 g

(Wednesday)

Noon Day Prayer Service,

PRAYER
BEFORE

”‘2'Vderre, ffedctd, id

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor
Sunday School ............................. ........10:00 AM
Morning Worship............... ........*......11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
................ .......... Tuesday 7:30 PM

7:00p.m.

urday evenings.
Church School will begin

Membership Training 5 p.m..
Bible Study & Prayer

2737 -

rehearsal,

-Moore’s Chapel Century Faith
success spiritually.
Services /Rehearsals / Builders Program, please con
tact Amos Leonard and Issac
Meetings:

NURSERY/TO
AVAILABLE

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

(Howard Johnson's)

Choir

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIGPRAISE & WORSHIP

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.

The Church That’s Mdving’Forwarcl Together;

ness these great talents. Enjoy

6:00p.m.

Women Growth Seminar a

Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m..

sons.

Bible Study (Monday)

and Gloria Baxter, of fee host
church feat help to make their

Ministry, Willie F. Bryant,
894-6067, Robert Golden,

1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, Fll

,

5:30pm.
Mass

Tuesdays,

BREAKTHROUGH MINISTRIES

Reg. Bragg L Turner, Pastor

and. 15th. Brenda Facyson and
Patricia Jones are tea chairper

to

church, please contact'fee Bus

faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
"

5-12),

4th Sunday.
Steward Board meeting

Church.

transportation is needed, 327- prays together, stays together
Let us continue to pray for fee
8072.

Revival Hour has returned other, for fee prayers of fee
fo Emmanuel beginning July righteous availefe much.

(ages

A.M.E.

Pleasant

at 11:15am. The Praise Team
will lead fee Devotion Service.

Sunday School begins at
9:30am. Lesson text: ‘Losing
fee Inheritance’, Genesis

An Appreciation Hour will

Study, Wed., 7pm.
Youth Choir Rehearsal

Thursday before fee 3rd and

25:27-43,27:30-37.
Morning Worship begins

ald Browne, 7:30pm.

services:

Prayer Service / Bible

the keynote speaker, Rev.
Bessie Mohead, Pastor of Mt.

867-0156
and Anthony
Macon, 328-0022by 9pm Sat

Thanksgiving let your requests

Evening Worship

appreciate everyone to include

encourage their children to August 5th. Everyone is invit
begin reading Revelation ed.
Remember fee family that
chapter 7. Call fee church of

is in charge of each service.

1,1:15a.m.

vice, directed and accompa
nied by Minister of Music

portation Ministry.
Rev. Parker, Rev. Whitson,
seminar leader, and the
women of Moore’s Chapel

Church, Delores Ross, of By
His Grace Christian Ministries

7pm; Bible Study, Pastor Don

Morning Worship

selections during the 11am ser

aged to attend. For transporta
tion, please contact fee Trans

Princess Edwards.
For transportation

St So,, where the Holy Ghost

Sunday School

The Youth Choir will render

church members are encour

Thursday, July 22nd, 7pm. be given for our. Primary Sun
Movie titie-Revelation will be day School Teacher, Errica
shown ait fee church. Youth Evans, on Thursday, July 29th,
Missionary
Gwendolyn 7pm, at the church, for her col
Rollins asks feat parents lege days begin again on

Praise led by the Mass Choir,

Visitors are encouraged also to
perform. Please come and wit

will be provided by fee Male
Chorus during both services.

27:30-37. All officers and

Michael Melvin and Musician

nothing but in everything by
prayer and supplication with

iliary Tea’.
Each auxiliary of the
church will give a perfor
mance of their special talent jp
a short program presentation.

ly welcome you to their ser
vices this 4th Sunday in July,
fee 25th, during both 8am and

The lesson entitled ‘Deceit and
Blessings’, Genesis 25:29-34,

Workshop leaders Geoigianna
Hayes, of McCabe U.M.

July 28th, Prayer arid

the church annex from 4-7pm.
The 1999 Dual Day Obser
vance will be held August 14th

Rev. Quintin Parker and

Moore’s Chapel Church fami

Crime one! Come all! And
worship with us at 1948 49th

Auxiliary Dual
Day Tea At Galilee

Moore’s Chapel

955 - 20th Street South

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. . Sunday School 9:30 a.n
Morning Worshrp 11:00 a.m. • AU Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30

Prayer Meeting Weds. 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

A/so
offering free lunch, day care,
after school care, private school.

■

Bible Study Mon. 6:00 p.m.
Co-ed and Aduit Bible Study Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p m

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8-30 a m l
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-193J.t,
L- .
Need a lane
•
8Z2^1936 TaPe Ministry • Bus Ministry
dASP l f a.Serv*ce °r transportation - Dial 894-1393

—-^—-—J'jKchwehufMa heart m the heart of the city “)
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Church News
Breakthrough Friendship MB
Ministries----- Church______
Pastor Evans and the
Friendship Missionary Baptist

the Minister of Music and
Praise Team.

Church family invite you to

Mission-3pm and BTU
4:30pm.

come worship with us this
Sunday and the forthcoming

Weekly events:

week. Sunday Worship begins
at 8am. The Youth Ministry
will lead in Devotion and the
Youth Choir will render songs

Tuesday, 6:30pm, Youth
Ushers Ministry meeting.

greet and seat you, and Pastor
Evans will preach the Divine

August 4, 1999, the
Friendship family will leave
the church at 4:30pm to attend
the Florida General Baptist

Word of God.

Church School is held at
9:30am. A second service is

Congress of Christian Education in Orlando, FL

held at 10:45am opening with

dK

Apostle E, D. Lloyd
A Message For This MessAge!

Tune in Sunday evening
from 4:30-5pm on WTAN-

Bethel AME
Pastor Dawkins, along
with the entire Bethel family,

Come and be blessed.

The Youth Choir will ren
der the music.

invite all to join us this Sunday

Starting Sunday night, July

1340 AM radio and hear

for the Spoken Word. Our

25th, 7:30pm nightly, we will

Apostle Lloyd and Prophet
Glenn Miller minister live on
the air.

Church School is at 9am. Our

Morning Worship Service is at
10:30am. Tune in each Sunday

Monday, Boy Scouts,
6:30pm;
Lay
Meeting,
6:30pm.

Toddler Minister (1-5) will
be available in every service.

morning at 10:40am for the
Radio Outreach Service on

Tuesday,
7pm.

Don’t foiget Sunday
School at 9:30am with Minis-

WTMP on 1150 AM.

Wednesday, Noon Day
bible Study.

ter/Deacon Nathaniel Hearns,

Bethel family invite all to join

Jr., and 11am Power Break
through Service with Pastor

us each Wednesday at noon for

be starting an End-Time
Revival through July 30th with

Apostle E.D. Lloyd of Wilm

ington, DE. This young Apos
tle of God has raised up from
being paralyzed in both legs,
left arm and deaf in his left ear.
God has totally healed him.

He is now preaching and
singing for the Lord.

Expect deliverance, salva•tion, healing and yokes of
bondage to be broken.

We are expecting Apostle
Lloyd to be in the 11am ser

vice also.
Usten...It’s time for your

Apostle of God as he ministers

Breakthrough! See you at
1940 49th St. S., St. Peters

family and watch the hand of
God move.

burg. (727) 343-5452 or 1800-694-3532.

Bible

Study,

Thursday, Youth Church,
6pm.

our Noon Day Bible Study.

St Petersburg, 7:30pm nightly.

Faith’s 4th Annual Confer

Overseers are J.L and J.E.

ence. Come help us and these

Williams, Pastors.

visiting Pastors lift up the

For information, call 3272656 or 822-2027.

name of Jesus.
The Conference will be
held August 4th through

No gimmicks! No tricks!

------- I

Avenue S., St. Petersburg, July

tle/Prophet S.D. James, a man
of God. An end time Apostle
of fee Lord, Jesus Christ, wife

ly-

a world-wide ministry of sal
vation arid deliverance.

This Revival will take

28fe-August 1st at 8pm night

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bishop w.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School.............................................
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship.................................................11:30 a.m.
YPWW.................................................................
6Wp.m.
Evening Worship............................................
7:30p.m.

Music Festival, September 9-

Otrobanda haiborfront, where
they will be treated to folkloric

13, showcasing some of the

music and dance presenta

world’s greatest recording

tions, local musicians, arts and
crafts displays and traditional
Curacao Creaole cuisine. On

artists in fee gospel music
industry. Performers will
include Vickie Winans, Bever

world are making plans to

travel to this unique island for
fellowship, fun, rest and relax

Host Pastor will be Elder
Johnnie L. Williams.

Larry R. Wiliams, Minister
Eric Little, presiding.

Baptist Church cordially invite

The Theme for Shepherd’s
Men is ‘Am I My Brother’s

Keeper’, Genesis 4:9b.
All Shepherd’s Men are

»

Church School......... ,9:30 a.m.

Morning Worah^..,.rtteO a.m.
B.T.U..

..6:30 p.m.

,5:00 p.m.

0:00 p.m.

School Study........ ...7:30 p.m.

......... 7:30 p^n,

1st & 2nd Saturdays SR. •* ?
Choir Rebearsal....li.00 a.m.

MnRSlilB

will also take place at fee Fes

board has created special pack

For Curacao’s Gospel
Music Festival reservation

Moore's Chapel
AME Church
Rev. Quinton Parker, Pastor

321-3545

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship...... .. .. .. . .
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.. . ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship...... .. .. ... .. .. . ... .. .. .. . 11:00 a.m.

This 5 day/4 night Christ

information, call Virtuous Her

ian vacation getaway is a great

itage & Company, Inc., at 1-

way to begin celebrating fee

877-428-7222. For more infor

new Millennium wife family

mation on fee island of Cura

and friends. Festival-goers will
receive a traditional Curacaoan

cao, phone: (305) 374-5811 or
fex (305) 374-6741.

Christ Gospel Church

asked to be in attendance.

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

Friendship

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

FRIDAY

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

John A- Evans,. Sr.

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

Reverend L.R Davis, Pastor
Home. Phone: 345-3121

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094

Sunday Worship
Sunday School............ 10:00 am
Morning Worship .......11:30 am

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

10th Street Church Of God

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

207 10th Street North, St, Petersburg, FL

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22nd Avenue South •’St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

Sunday School................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............. 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ......... . .................7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).. 6:00 p.m.

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor
International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

9:30 AM............................... ..
............................. Sunday School
11:00 AM......... ..........................................................i.......... Worship
12:30 PM................................................................After Service Fellowship
• Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bihle Study

Sunset

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a
Christian community for everyone

WEDNESDAY

Faith Temple Life-Changing Ministries
950 Fifth Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33711
(727) 821-5577 • Fax (727) 826-9740
Pastor Walter Fields

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Church Schedule
Sunday School 10:00 AM • Sunday Worship 11:00 AM
Teacher In Action 6:00 PM
Prayer Nightly 6:00 PM
Bible Study Monday Night and Wednesday Night 7:30 PM
Evangelist Night Friday 7:30 PM
Noon Day Prayer Monday thru Friday

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

LEWIS W. EDWARDS

Hew ^Philadelphia Community Church]

M.A., M.DIV., D. Min.
Pastor-Counselor

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

2335 - 22nd Avenue Sooth
P. O. Box 15935 * St Petersburg, FL 33733

"We are the light of the world, tnat will not be hid."

Wisdom School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed)

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

I Deaton Ministry............... 4...................... ..............................Deacon Edward Nesbittl

820 20th Street South

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

IFinance Ministry
......... ......................... ................... .......... ...... .... James Robinson |
I Children & Youth Ministry................................... .......... .............................. Joyce Robinson ,
|Cleric Ministry ................................................................................................ Wyvonnia McGee |

“A Cborch With Passion For Cod and Compassion For People'

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class ....... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Mdming Worship............................. 10:30a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday .......................... 7:00p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ..................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class.......................... 7:00p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class ... .7:00 p.m.

ST.

MARK MISSIONARY

BAPTIST

CHURCH

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

schedule of Services
Church School................. ................................ .9:30 a.m.
MorningWorship...................... . ........................11 a.m.

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Si inday Worship Service: 8:45 AM.

Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Evening Worship ..........6:00 pm

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study ..................................7:00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting.......................................................6:30 pm

Mid-Morning Worship Service
........ 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School____ ______ ...________ 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)_____ 7:00 p.m.

9:00 AM............................. . . 7. . . ,. ........... . . . . . Prayer Time

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before

call 327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Missionary Baptist Church

(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619

Sabbath School: 9 am

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,

2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

(813) 327-8560

Morning Worship: 11 am

Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 am.

First Mt. Pilgrim Evangelist
Missionary Baptist Church, Inc.

REST

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

SATURDAYS

PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays “ half an hour
before service.

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

ELIM

tival Center at 6pm.

ages for the occasion.

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg; FL 33712
(813) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

TRAVELERS

fee Festival Center, an open-air

venue located near the historic
Brievengat plantation house
about 20 minutes from
Willemstad. A special Sunday
Sundown Worship Service

ation-plus a musical celebration-and fee Curacao Tourist

Missionary Baptist

- «

,

Music Festival starts at 7pm ait

327-0997

M.BTCHURCH ?

'Rev. f.g. Jackson, Pastoc
(813)822-2455

Saturday evening, the Gospel

ly Crawford, fee Williams
Brothers, Tri-N-Tee 5:7, A-l

327-2656.

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

will hold its very first Gospel

2051 ~ 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL33712

Purchased With His Blood

3rd century

greeting on Friday evening at a
‘Ban Topa’ Festival to be held
in Brionplein on fee scenic

please call 727-327-5926 or

The Shepherd’s Men of
Greater St. Paul Missionary

4pm

WILLEMSTAD, CURA
CAO - The beautiful DutchCaribbean island of Curacao

For more information,

St. Paul MB
Church-------you to attend ‘A Thank-You
Program’ Sunday, July 25th, at

This Fall----------------

Swift and many local groups.
People from all around fee

place at All Nations Church of

twaO

"

"

God by Faith, 3000 4th,

Just Jesus!
Come see and hear Apos-

The History of Shepherd’s
Men will be given by Minister

PEACEFUL ZION

Don’t miss your blessings!

Revival

THE FAMILY THAT
PRAYS TOGETHER
STAYS TOGETHER

The Holy Ghost Church of God
2901 Fifth Avenue S.

August 7th at 3000 4th Ave. S.,

All Nations Church of God By

Weekly activities -

Glenn Miller.

Don’t miss this anointed

a powerful prophetic word for
this End-Time. Bring your

Pastor Dawkins and the

You are invited to attend

Wednesday, 12pm-2pm,
Bread of Life Ministry serving
lunch; Noon Day Bible Study.

of Praise. The Ushers will

iX

Come One! Come Curacao Will Echo
A11!——— With Gospel Music

I

Baptist Training Union . . . ................................... 5 p.m.

Wednesday Bibb Study: 7:30 P.M.

Evening Worship

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)

• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
' Proble ms

• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons

<

. .6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday ............ ...... .

. . .7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

• Non-Sexist Participatiorr • Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

"One week from church makes one weak. ”
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Church News
Earth Mission
Temple Of
Deliverance

New Philadelphia
Community
The New Philadelphia

deceptive tactic of Satan is to

Church family recognizes the
unlimited spiritual potential of

believers are being deceived

a life committed to growth and
maturity in Christ. God

bestows His choicest blessings

upon believers who are pri
vately and publicly becoming

in Jesus practically, what the
cross has made saved persons
positionally. New Philadel

imitate fee Holy Spirit Many

by this demonic device. How
ever, there is no substitute for
fee Christ-like power generat

ed by person of fee Holy Spir
it '

Sermonic proclamation for
mid-morning worship will

statement

focus on a believer’s under
standing and receiving full

includes this biblical mandate

benefits of election which

and daily seeks its fulfillment

accompanies salvation. As a

by Christian ‘in-reaching’ first!
It is by ‘reaching-in’ before

Christian increases in spiritual

phia’s

mission

‘reaching-out’ the church can
be sure it is operating in har

holiness, fleshly worldliness
decreases. Pastor will biblical

Origin Of Black IVTankincl
The Black man’s heritage

Hebrew Text of fee Old Testa

of the Hebrew text into fee

formed into a shape , whereas

and history did not begin wife

ment. Our Bibles were trans
lated into English from this

English language. She gave
special attention to fee detail of

a sandy soil cannot. Here you
can see the importance of

text
A scholar, from the state of

Hebrew syntax and the verbs

detail in translating. Finally, fee

used in each scripture. As she
translated, she began to write

word aphar also means,
“mould.” Mould is soil feat is

the book.
In this book fee author
affirms fee Black man’s identi

rich in humus. Soil feat is rich
in humus is always black or

slavery. It began in fee Garden

of Eden nearly 8,000 years
ago.
Could low self-esteem in
fee black community be due to

a lack ofhistorical identity and
heritage? Any race of people
must know their history and

McGhee Livers has authored a
book entitled ‘Biblical History
of Black Mankind’. C.
McGhee Livers has studied

The author believes that

this information has been kept
in obscurity over the centuries

Greek and Hebrew for a num

mankind is first identified at

ly grasp and fulfill their des

ber of years.
She taught these bible lan

the start of fee creation of man.

tiny, This heritage and history
has been recorded in fee Old
Testament Hebrew text since
fee time God inspired Moses,
Isaiah, and other prophets to

write fee OT books.
Who is the Black man?

Trinity. This is of tantamount
concern to New Philadelphia

and imparted holiness of sanc

origin of fee Whites, Arabs,

because of the ‘false winds’
blowing in fee church today. A

tification.

and Jews? These are questions

What is his origin? Did God
create them black? What is fee

guages at two colleges in Indi

anapolis, Indiana, as well as a
Black History class. It was dur
ing fee teaching of the history

According to Genesis 2:7,
Adam was made from fee dust

to be revealed through fee

of the ground The- word

time. She (author) refers to this

“dusf’ was translated from fee
Hebrew word aphar, which

appointed time as “for such a

class feat she realized how

means “dust, clay, mould.”

hungry black people and oth
ers are for truth concerning the
heritage and history of Black

The author points out feat
using the word “dusf’ alone is

Mankind. Knowing feat fee
black man’s heritage and earli

monies. Through God’s holy

that have pledged fee minds of
men' for centuries. The

est history could only be found

Earth Mission family cor

in fee Bible, fee author began

type of soil as “Clay soil.” As

dially invites you to attend

anointing arid through those
sharing, others will be deliv

answers are found in the

to translate selected scriptures

we know, day soil can be

their First Testimonial Praise

and Worship Service, Sunday,

ered.
The Chosen witness for this

July 25th, 10am, 2611 5th
Avenue Si; Constance D.

occasion is. Missionary Rosetta

Samuels, Pastor.

Ross offers city.

< This service is an envision
given by Missionary Johnnie

great event of deliverance.

Come arid share in this

Mae Howard to reach out and
touch those feat have been
miraculously touched and
delivered by fee power of testi

Guest soloist' is fee renown
gospel singer from South Car

olina, Helen Thomas.

When I Must Lea ve You

Jubilee 200
by Bernice Powell Jackson
In December, I attended

fee World Council of Church
es Assembly meeting in
Harare, Zimbabwe, where

arid worship and to talk about
trie issues of faith which con

nion. It’s been a long time
since fee leaders of trie Christ

front us in this world. The issue
of fee enormous global debt

net grieve and shed wild tears And hug your sor

survival of fee world’s poorest
nations was at fee heart of our
deliberations. Indeed, these

And for my sake and in my name;

Live on and do all things the same.

Pepe John Paul VI and fee
bishops and archbishops of fee

which is threatening fee very

But start out bravely with a gallant smile;

already been endorsed by

.Christians from around fee
world came together to pray

When I must leave you for a little while, Please do

row to you through the years,

Jubilee 2000, fee cancellation
of all fee debts of fee world’s
poorest nations, which had

leaders of Protestant and
Orthodox churches around fee
world joined the call for

worldwide Anglican commu

Reach out your hand in comfort and in cheer
Arid 1 in turn will comfort you and hold you near;
And never, never be afraid to die,

For I am waiting for you in the sky!

diamonds and many metals

I don’t pretend to be an

Zimbabwe, where our meeting

service payments.
The irony of all this is feat

were stripped from African
countries for a small portion of
Congresswoman Cynthia
McKinney is now preparing to

economist. But, for me, fee

was taking place and which
has fee world’s highest death
rate from HIV/AIDS, pays
37% of its Gross National
Product to fee repayment of

fee interest alone on fee debt

but they all agree feat it is sin
ful for fee rich to take firm fee

nations spend four times as
much servicing debt each year

poor.

as they do on health care for

some

African

their citizens. And according to
figures released by Jubilee
2000, for every dollar given in
development aid to these poor

many of these poor nations
have provided free or very
low-cost resources to fee

developed world and now are
being forced to pay for fee

debt, or. loans between fee

Especially when fee poor have

preate. At fee World Council of
Churches meeting, for exam

poorest nations to fee.United
States and would require fee

already given so much.

ple, we were reminded by one
African church leader that mil

IMF to do fee same as a condi

tion for its' receiving U.S.

which can be washed clean,
but this is one of them which

funds. More than a dozen

can be. Let’s start fee new mil

members of Congress have
agreed to co-sponsor this legis
lation; but many more are
needed.

for fee world’s poor. What
greater act of faith could there

lions of people were stolen
from Africa to provide free
labor for fee world, and such
natural resources as gold,; oil,

TOGETHER STAYS TOGETHER

There are not many slates

lennium wife a truly clean slate

be?

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist

BY HIS GRACE CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES
-8

iSiliiiRSWr'

(Howard Johnson Hotel)

QUENTIN J. KING, PASTOR
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Eyening Worship - Tuesday -7:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Tuesday - 7:00 p.m.

give some of fee debt just isn’t
enough. We must cancel all of

goods and services it helped

nations, three dollars goes

4601 - 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

richest nations’proposed to for

introduce legislation which fee debt. The rich cannot wife
would cancel one kind of good conscience or in faith,
international debt, bilateral take money from fee poor,

Episcopal Church

182b Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00
a.m.

Church Life Classes - Sunday - 9:3,0 a.m.

THE FAMILY THAT PRAYS

46250.

No Less

Feed not your loneliness on empty days,

But fill each waking hour in useful ways,

Company, 8605 Allisonville
Rd. #283, Indianapolis, IN

back to rich countries in debt-

ian faith all agree on any issue,

this position is tiie realization
that fee world’s poorest nations
now owe somewhere between
$127-$250 billion, depending

time as this.”
This book is available
through Shahar Publishing

on how one counts. Thus,

they owe.
Indeed,

What has. brought them to

Word of God at His appointed

an incomplete translation. It

only indicates feat Adam was
made from fee surface soil, fee
word aphar also identified fee

Rosetta Ross

very dark brown in color.

ty and collective destiny. Black

heritage in order to successful

ly and systematically exhort
fee imputed righteousness
received through justification

mony and unity with the Holy

Indiana, by fee name of C.

Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“To God Be The Gloiy”

Men, Women & Youth Ministry 4:00 p.m.

All Nations Church of God By Faith

Tape Ministry - All Services

327-5926 • 327-2656

"A Church. Called To Equip and. Empower
Through the Word of Truth."

Sunday School................. ..
........9:30a.m.
MorningWorship ,...........
. .11 a.m. ■
Night Worship..............
........ :7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class........... . .
.. .8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting ....
.. .8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service . ,
....
,;A.8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School ....
.......11 a.m.

‘

(2nd Saturday Monthly)

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL;

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

First.
Mt.
Zion
Missionary Baptist Chprcii

Bethel Community

Baptist Church
1045 - 16th Street S., St Pete, FL 3371.2

Sunday School...............8:45 a.m.

INTERDENOMINATIONAL

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

F
E
L
L

GRACE
SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study*7:30

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

CENTER

o
s

w
H
I

P

Phone
(813) 328-9412

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor

Ple&iastt tyuM/e MiAAton&uf fc&ptiAt GUu/ich,
Early Morning Worship.................................................... 7-qq a m
Sunday School................................... .. . l"9:30 a’rti:

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

Church Services

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

Raptist Training Union................................................................ 5;Q0p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service ..............Thursday 7:30 p’mi
Couples Ministry, (3rd Sunday) ........................... .'...6:00 p.m.

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Services

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, EL • 327 3186
Morning Worship.......................................................
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School ................................................................. 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship .............................................. 11:00 am.

PHONE: 896-6722

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
8:00 a.m........................ Morning Service
9;45 a m...... ......Sunday School
11:00 am..........Worship Service
5:00 p.m........................................ .B TU.

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

MorningWorship..................................................................

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays.....................................................,........7:3o p<m.

Worship Service. ..................10 a.m.

Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

The_Church Where Everybody Is Somebody

Bible Study.......... Wed., 7:30 p.m.

St. Joseph
Catholic Church

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersbu

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

Sunday Services Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Gospel Choir

"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11 :OO a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.

am

Baptist Training Union.........................................................
pm
Communion................................................7:Oo a'ni. & 11:00 a^m.

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

I
)

Sunday School ....... .......... g;3o a.m
Morning Worship ...... 11:00 a.m
The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives
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Pepsi-Cola & Essence Magazine Celebrate Talent & Don't Stand
Power Of The New Generation
—
For AIDS-Walk

L-R (Standing): Basheer Jones, 'Doctor' Bob Lee, Edward Lewis, Ananda
Lewis and Kenetta Bailey. L-R (Seated): Jackie Desrouleaux, Anaysha
Figueroa and Alessandra Napoles.

L-R: Edward Lewis, Frank D. Morrison, Veronica Pollard and
Clarence O. Smith.

national advertising director
Barbara Britton; FLJBU co

Also celebrating the Power
of the New Generation - as

founder Karl Perrin; and

AT&T director of -corporate

sponsored by Toyota and
ESSENCE. Pictured left to
right are: ESSENCE co-

part of the celebration events
for The 1999 Essence Awards,

affairs Carolyn Odom.
Celebrating the Visual Arts

founder arid publisher Edward
Lewis; artist Frank D. Morri

AT&T and ESSENCE pre

Power of tiie New Generation

sented “On-Line Is On Time,”

- As part of the events leading

son; vice-president of Toyota
Motor Corporate Services of

a new media technology
forum where representatives

up to the 1999 Essence
Awards, artist Frank D. Morri

North America Veronica Pol
lard; and ESSENCE co

from AT&T and ESSENCE

son exhibited his works at the
world famous Schombuig

founder

of an Essence Award. Pictured
left to right are: ESSENCE co

Lee;

ESSENCE

Alessandra Napoles, winner in

publisher

the instrumental-music catego

cofounder

Essence Awards, the winners
of the seventh annual Pepsi

co-host and MTV veejay

Youth Awards posed for pic

Ananda Lewis and pepsi

tures with representatives from
ESSENCE and Pepsi. Stand

senior marketing manager

ing left to right are 14-year old

right are Pepsi Youth Awards

Basheer Jones, winner in the
forensics category for reciting

winners Jackie Desrouleaux,

, an

original

poem. Youth

and

thon where individuals collect

non-profit AIDS service oiganization will be joining a North

pledges which benefit TAN
and the more than 2500 men,

American effort in holding
AIDS Walks at the end of Sep-

women and children who
access the agency’s programs

tember in the year 2000.
Set for Saturday, Sept.

and services monthly.
To learn more about AIDS

30th, AIDS Walk Tampa 2000

Walk Tampa 2000 and to par-

coincides with similar events

ticipate in this exceptional

taking place in more than 20

national event as a local spon-

U.S. cities and throughout all

sor, volunteer or participant,

of Canada the last two weekends of Sept 2000.

please contact TAN’s Event
Coordinator at (813) 914-

Center during a reception

and

8888, ext 280.

AIDS awareness and funds,

>\\\n9 Me 3

Free snaking oessafcn

tnxtues are avaiaOte

r

president
Natonai Carter hstue's
Cater IrtamatonSenice.

Qarence O. Smith.

Ca,toUnt,HaHCMKXR

We Welcome Your Letters1 to the Editor
f—

Lewis; FUBU co-founder

r

Carl Brown; ESSENCE co

founder
Bob

pleased to announce that the

founder and publisher, Edward

L-R: Edward Lewis, Carl Brown, Clarence O. Smith, Barbara Britton,
Karl Perrin and Carolyn Odom.

NEW YORK - As part of the
events leading up to The 1999

AIDS Walk Tampa 2000 is a
three-mile fundraising walk-a-

Designed to raise HIV/
ry for her classical piano
recital.

met, the FLJBU clothing-col
lection co-founders, recipients

I

TAMPA - The Tampa
AIDS Network (TAN) is

and

president,

Qarence
O.
Smith;
ESSENCE vice president and

DESIGN!

Professional Hair Care Products

h You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

WAVE ■

Edward Lewis; Youth Awards

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon - T. C.B. - Bantu

Kenentta Bailey. Seated left to

winner in the community-ser

vice-leadership

category;

j Awards co-host and WBLS

Anaysha Figueroa, winner in

on-air personality “Doctor”

the vocal music category; and

Carla's Hair Affair

Artistic: Hair Fashion

Creative-N-style

321-6802

321-4840

321-9322

Yogi's Hair Studio
328-1900

HIRES HAIRSTYLING

Angela's Hair Safari

3427 - 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

323-4840
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

A-Queen Beauty
Salon
327-5241

Center Stage Unisex Salon
327-4074

Helen's Beauty Salon
327-5182

Robert's Hair Salon

Emerald City

866-7070

447-4548

CHALLENGER SPORTS
Florida Power & The Devil Rays Batter Up! 2nd
Yard Ball
Take Stock In Children As They Annual
Tour —————
,rI\irn Back The Clock’- - - - - - - - - - - - —
TAMPA - Major League
Baseball announced recently

ST. PETERSBURG On Saturday, July 17,
1999, Florida Power and the

Tampa Bay Devil Rays held
the inaugural “Florida Power

Turn Back the Clock” game.
The game and all the day’s

activities were designed to

Rays

sported

the

Francis, vice president of mar

Devil Ray’s stop on Sept 25-

ball. “With this year’s tour

26, as one of 15 cities on its
1999 Tour. This is fee first year

expansion, more fans will have

fee fee 4-on-4 baseball compe

in a competitive yet fun-filled

tition has traveled to the city.

environment.”
Baseball fans, ages 12 and
older, are encouraged to regis

ticipants during fee two-day
event, which takes place at fee
University of South Florida
recreation fields Tampa. Major

1960’s

Tampa Tarpons jerseys, affili
ate team of the Cincinnati
Reds, and the New York Mets

League Baseball anticipates
more than 12,000 will partic
ipate in fee Tour across fee

wore the 1969 World Series
jerseys. Qassic cars were on

display and all staff wore their
‘funkiest’ 60’s outfits. A silent
auction was held, offering all
actual game jerseys and hats to
the highest bidder, with all pro

Power Corporation), and for
mer Tampa Tarpon Jimmy

to fee highest bidder following

game and silent auction will

fee game. All funds raised

Wynn, to announce a silent

from fee silent auction will be

ceeds being donated to ‘Take
Stock in Children.”

charity auction taking place
during the Florida Power

donated to Take Stock in Chil
dren, a youth foundation that

help give fans a chance to
relive, celebrate and even take
home a part of Devil Rays and
Major League Baseball histo

‘Ya Gotta Believe!’, aka

helps at-risk students receive
college scholarships.

ry”

the New York Mets pitching

‘Turn Back the Clock’ game
with the Devil Rays and Mets.

legend Tug McGraw, was in

Fans got a sneak peek of

weekend was also Florida

town the other day, along with

the Devil Rays and Mets retro

‘We recognize feat many
of our local fans didn’t have

Devil Rays Managing General

uniforms modeled by Tug

Partner Vince Naimoli, Rich

McGraw and Jimmy Wynn.

‘We appreciate fee company’s
commitment and look forward

ard Korpan, chairman and
CEO of Florida Progress (the

The uniforms will be worn by
players and coaching staff dur

fee opportunity to attend major
league games in fee 1960s,”
said Naimoli. “And thanks to
Florida Power, fee ‘Florida

parent company of Florida

ing the game and auctioned off

Power Turn Back the Qock’

Naimoli noted feat the

Power’s 100th Anniversary.

to their next 100 years of serv
ing our community,” he said.

Monte Smith & Linda Merkison
Win $1,000 In Sweepstakes-------- —

country.
“Last year’s inaugural
Yard Ball Tour was met wife

a special promotion, Discount

conducted an in-store, register-

Auto Parts customers Monte
Smith and Linda Merkison

to-win sweepstakes. Smith and

from St. Petersbuig won
$1,000 at the ‘Pepsi 400 at

finalists who received a free
trip to Daytona Beach, $1,000

Daytona’ in Daytona Beach on

July 3rd.
From May 17th through

Merkison were two of ten

of marketing for Discount and accessories primarily for
Auto Parts, presented all prize fee ‘Do-It-Yourself’consumer.
money immediately after fee The company operates 565
race in victory lane at Daytona stores wife an extensive line of
replacement parts for domestic
International Speedway.

V

' it takes you—
and programs that work.
CaH 1800 WE PREVENT and weT1
send you a free booklet o»? how
you and your community can keep
kids away front crime and crime
away from kids.

■ 1-800-WE PREVENT!
iww*.weprevent.orgi

SARASOTA-Male and
female tennis athletes from all
over fee country have con
verged upon Sarasota this
summer to create a melting pot
of talent.
In only fee third summer at
the new Sarasota location, the
Steams Academy is smashing

is Tuesday, July 27th It will be
held at Ruth Eckerd Hall at
1111 McMullen Booth Rd.,
Clearwater. Doors open at
11:30am, and the program

tions and prizes.
Reservations may be made
by calling fee Greater Clear
water Chamber of Commerce,
461-0011, ext. 224. VISA and
MasterCard may be used for

to ask questions, trivia ques

He is super talented and
extremely personable which
makes him an ideal coach. I

would love to have BJ on staff
full-time, but he still has other
goals to achieve. He always

has a home here, and he is a
tremendous inspiration to fee
other players, said father and
coach, Billy Steams.

Having been in Texas for

Students like Kyle Ellison
and Kyle Niehaus have come

the past four years, BJ is

from as far as Hawaii, while

thrilled to be back home in

Michael Murray, who’s ranked
#1 in fee boys 18s in florida,

be able to work under fee

Florida and just as excited to

and his brother RJ, live in St.

direction of his father. BJ is

Petersburg.

often traveling wife juniors to
his experience in winning
junior titles really pays off.
BJ is fee type of coach who
is capable of relating to all

reservations. Checks may be

Aside from fee daily rigors
of the Steams training experi
ence, the Florida climate pre
sents an additional challenge.
For those coming into camp in

Rays will be Manager Larry

sent to fee Chamber, P.O., Box

fee weeks to come, be warned!

players, regardless of age or

Rothschild,

2457, Qearwater, FL33757 or

If you can survive fee Florida

ability. I guess fee old saying is
applicable, “Like father like

Stocker. Rick Nafe, fee Devil

may be dropped off in person
at fee Chamber office, 1130

heat, you can survive any

where. That’s why fee tough

Rays’ Vice President of Opera

Qeveland

St., downtown
Clearwater, just west of Mis

est camp also prepares you for
fee toughest conditions.
One of fee most successful

Catcher Mike

TV Play-by-Play announcer,
Dewayne Staats, will share
emceeing duties. A buffet

souri Avenue.
The Devil Rays lunch is
sponsored by Harper Van

lunch will be served by

national and state events where

son.”
At fee Billy Steams Tennis
Center in Sarasota, you will

meet and train wife Billy and

juniors to ever come out of

his world class staff. The 20-

Florida is none other than BJ

court facility, nestled amidst a

Scoik & Co., LLP, Hooters

Steams. Wife multiple national

plush landscape of palms,

and PrimeCo.

titles to his credit, BJ is now

includes 2 pools, fitness center,

preparing for fee professional

aerobics, spa, saunas, massage

tour.

and restaurant. Located just

B-CC Kicks Off
Summer
Football Camp

A University of Texas

minutes from fee airport,

standout, BJ is spending some

beaches, shopping and easy

time at the Academy to train

access to fee major interstate,
BSTC presents fee ideal tennis
retreat

and coach, yes coach.

DAYTONA BEACH Bethune-Cookman College
has opened its Summer Offen
sive Line Football Camp for

sive line play. The camp will

“There are not many play
ers who have fee results that

last five days, Sunday through

BJ has from his junior career.

fee Daytona Beach campus.

Thursday.

Sign up today! For pre-

registration, call Kim Durrin at
888-727-2781.

The camp will be conduct

High School athletes' in

ed by Brad Bernard, B-CC
offensive line coach.

and two VIP seats at the race
from Discount Auto Parts.

accessories, chemicals, motor

grades 9 through 12 will learn

For more information or to

retailer of automotive replace

oils and other maintenance

basic fundamentals of offen-

Steve Joiner, vice president

ment parts, maintenance items

items.

register, call Coach Bernard at

(904) 255-1401, ext.. 691.

The Banyan Tree of India spreads by growing
trunklike roots from its branches. In time, a banyan
may cover acres of ground.

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred McGriff Have in Common?

Jp&cffffcp
* "Free
^ervice CQr Wash with Oil Change"
Vi ~• Custom Waxing & Detailing

WASH)

/AM IILZ 1 1
(QUiKLUBcj

LESS CRIME IS
NO ACCIDENT _

Summer Is Sizzling
At Stearns--------------

feature music, an opportunity

Discount Auto Parts, Lake
land, is a leading specialty

s-------------

BJ Stearns

Clearwater Chamber of Com
merce. The Devil Rays’ Lunch

vater will be celebrating sports
?y honoring fee Devil Rays at
lunch hosted by fee Greater

and import cars, as well as

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PAPER BY
SUPPORTING OUR ADVERTISERS

A good one

innings or 45 minutes on
reduced-sized fields wife plas
tic balls and bats. Additional
events are available for both
players and spectators to enjoy.
Players interested in form
ing teams can call (800) 689PLAY (7529) for information.

attendance records.

Carrabba’s Italian Grill.

June 21st, Discount Auto Parts

ter teams for tournament play.
Games are played for five

The event is open to fee
public. Seating is first come,
first served, except reserved
tables of 10. The lunch will

CLEARWATER - Qear-

tions and Facilities, and their

LAKELAND - As part of

fee opportunity to participate

Devil Rays
Lunches Planned

DiFelice and Short Step Kevin

L-R: Steve Joiner and Monte Smith

keting for Major League Base

Deadline is Friday, Sept. 17th.

begins at noon.
Representing fee Devil

L-R: Steve Joiner and Linda Merkison

country,” said Kathleen T.

feat fee Second Annual Yard
Ball Tour will include fee

The area event is expected
to include more than 750 par

bring fens back to the ‘groovy’
60’s. The Tampa Bay Devil

great enthusiasm around fee

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

327-1900
g.jg j0 5.jq Monday - Saturday
O.J ™E T "FRESH .
»F““C, ”
'WORKS!i'N SHINE"! carwash
SAVE S3M ! SAVE S2M i SAVE $2°° 1 SAVE sl°°
11
».IW MMi: 1
since <958

30 pt. Oil Change &

Car Wash.

Safety Check

1

,
i
rui
indudes
0.1, entor
Filter,

Lube, Visual inspect.. -

FULLSERVICE

1000 Tri-Foam Wax System, |
Under Chassis Spray
Y&

1

carwash

Po|ish Wax, „LTRA

|

|

1

SHLVK Poly Sealant, Air

Arrnoraln,res, &

SoftClothCar

Wash, vacuum

Interior,
Windows
Cleaned
,

^ed. Exterior Towel

1
& Oetajled
s24.99 ! M3.00 ! $10.50 | *8.95

PLUS “Free Full Serv.ce |
Carwash’

|

| Freshener. & Wheel-Brite
|

|

.

At all 7-ll'Sr ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!

ft
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ENTERTAINMENT
’Fantasy’ Breezes Through With
Smooth Sounds------------------------------------------

14th Annual Boys & Girls
Clubs Outback Steak Dinner
PETERSBURG -

held in Thursday, August 5th,

sites in St Petersburg offer

fee adults can get a kid’s per

There will be loads of fun

at the Bayfront Center Times
Arena, 400 1st St S., St.

after school and summer pro

spective of the world today.

grams for 5,000 children.
Reserved tables and indi
vidual seating are still avail
able. A table entitles eight

The ‘Youth of the Year’
and fee ‘Sir Lipton Sportsman
ship’ Awards will be presented
'to selected members of each

ST.

‘under the big top’as the Boys

& Girls Clubs of the Suncoast

host their 14th Annual Steak

Petersburg. A reception will
begin at 6pm and dinner at

Dinner. This year’s event will

7pm.

feature clowns, face painters,
jugglers and stilt walkers.
Formerly known as the
Steak & Burger Dinner, major

sponsor, Outback Steakhouse,

decided a few years ago that
everyone who attended should
have steak.
This fundraiser will be

by Allene Gammage-Ahmed

Carifesta
Independence
Carniyal-------

Fantasy

ST. PETERSBURG-To

ST. PETERSBURG -

be young, gifted and black

Carribbean Festival Associa
tion presalts Carifesta Inde
pendence Carnival 99.

comes with prophetic gifts of
music, movement and magic
when affixed to a spectacular

It all takes place from 9am
to 8:30pm Saturday, July 24th,
and noon to 8:30pm Sunday,

group of African Americans
that call themselves “Fantasy”.
To see the hard work and
seriousness projected by ‘Tan-

Bayshore Dr. N. (downtown

each performance, you’ll
understand just how serious
they are about what they do.

along the St. Petersburg water-.

“Fantasy” is now explod
ing onto the scenes and quick

cultural

ly winning fans of all ages and

culture. Performers include:

musical preferences with their

Calypsonian D’Fosto; Steel

unique style of soul music that
is sure to get to your heart stir

Pianist Dane Gulston; Come

No, “Fantasy is not a group

of ‘new kids on the block’,
they have basically grown up

as children together, humming
tunes, sharing their dreams and
participating in chorus and tal
ent reviews. As only they
would have it, one of their

greatest dreams is now being
realized - to promote melodi-

cally smooth grooves for all
music lovers with their first
CD - “Sessions”.
Fantasy was

The money raised at this

adults to share an evening din
ner with two young club mem

event will provide funding for
the continuation of the many

includes the opportunity to
share dinner with one club

For more information,

member. This gives the chil

please contact Linda at fee
Boys & Girls Qub offices at

bers.

programs offered to local chil
dren through the services of
the Boys & Girls Clubs in

Pinellas County. The five loca
tions in Qearwater, Tarpon

dub. The countywide winner

of the ‘Youth of the Year’
Award will be presented by the
Coca-Cola Company.

Individual

seating

dren an opportunity to see first

hand the interest feat fee" com;' (727)546-1032.
munity has in their future, and

Springs, Pinellas Park and two

Free Block Party For Everyone
To Enjoy--------------------------------ST. PETERSBURG 1025 and Time Warner Com
munications along with the

Dome District Business Asso

ciation presents an Endless
Black Party. Come rain or
shine, the Block Party will take

place.

music with Wedgee and open
ing act wife Wise Guy and free

The Block Party will take
place Friday, July 30th from
5:00 to 9:00 pm. on Central

parking.
For more information call
727-823-7041 or 821-6470.

Avenue between life and 13th
Street Admission is free.
There will be free live

July 25th, at Vinoy Park, 501

tasy” as they prepare to perfect

ring.

front).
Join the community in this

celebration

with

Caribbean and Latin American

On Friday at the National

music, promote and places all

For those of you who like

Guard Armory, “Pimp Style

Big

the musical pieces of their puz
zle in perspective. Most of

to sway, pop your fingers or
just sit back and listen, Fanta

Daddy” will present in concert
“Fantasy” at a dance and show

them are positively involved in
setting good examples for oth-1

sy’s new CD and their contem

that begins at 8:00 p.m, fea
turing “Baby Jazz” and “Dia

eis desiring to come in the
musical industry, living their
lives accordingly. They are
either employed, in school and
have .feeir own business,
namely at Studio 49, a barber
shop situated on Central
Avenue.

Records”

and

“Eric

mond D”.
“Pimp Style Records” will
also hold an amateur hour with
local talent from 8 p.m.-9
p.m., 1st place $50.00, 2nd
place, $25.00 and 3rd place T-

porary performance will defi
nitely offer you the groove

you’ve been waiting for.

The group is available to
perform for you and your spe
cial events. Contact “Fantasy”,
321-1760 or 327-3418.

dian M.C., Tommy Joseph;

special guest Mighty Sparrow
and the Troubadour Band, all

direct from Trinidad.
Enjoy concessions with
tastes from the islands, a tradi
tional costume parade Satur
day at 1:30pm and family
activities.
Children under 8 are free.

AFRICAN FESTIVAL MARKET
Rap & DanceFest Talent Show
Check out the talent or Showcase Yours
Saturday, July 24th

Tampa Bay Devil Rays
TICKETS to M

300 peopk‘«ifief lCaffi

FREE EXPRESS BUS TOURS k
Sunday, July 25th
16th

St.

Campbell Park
7 m Ave, 5., St.

&

Fete

727-821-2437

YuAh*

and v»1uni.«sfa w?wiri

At
ns rivAi
MARKS 1

shirt.
For more information and

formally

ticket prices, contact (727)

introduced to many in 1990 by
a set of twins, Antonio and

692-6511 or 906-0232.
Fantasy is said to be luce

RayFeal Welch who were

Boyz To Men, Dru Hill, Back-

soon joined by lifetime bud

street, Boys N-Syne all rolled

dies, Dorian Rouse, Angelo

into one. This talented group
also writes and produces their

Panier, Alvin Berrian, Dwight

READING IS
VITAMINSFOR
THE MIND

Gifford, Jasmine Settles, and

Eric Ruise. Faith Settles is
choreographer for the musical
team and has added an addi

'"THE WOOD' IS A WINNER...
AN ACROSS-THE-BOARD DELIGHT"
Kevin Thomas, LOS ANGELES TIMES & N.Y. NEWSDAY

tional touch of class to their

smooth moves.

But of course, they have

"A great movie for the guys and the ladies. A hot ticket."
Sieve Oldfield, FOX-TV

come this far by faith said one

"The Wood' is smart, cool and
funny...very funny/

of the twins, RayFael. “We
believe in God and the natural

"An exceptional piece of
ensemt

gift of voice and music He has

Mark S. Allen., COOD DAY SACRAMENTO/UPN-TV

Jam! Bernard. NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

given to us”.
Appearance, attitude, hard

work and togetherness are all
important components of what

makes the group so successful.

They work hard together as
one, as a family and believes in
each other, encouraging one

another to reach for the stars.
Right now, the stars are defi

From boyhood
to manhood,
you can always
count on your
best friends.

nitely within reach.
Right at the turn of the new
millennium, Fantasy will daz

zle their audiences next week

end with two tittilating perfor

The Grain will help St. Peteis-

THE

burg/Tampa Bay’s Hottest
new artists kick off their CD

WOOD

Release with a party “Off The
Chain” that will be held in
Clearwater at Majestiks begin

news

DEADLINE
4:00 PM
MONDAY

Comedy provided by Lady "T" from Miami, FL
Local Talent featuring:

mances. On Thursday, pro
moter Daddy V and Against

ning at 9 pm.
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PARAMO UNI PICTURES ra u MTV FILMS nmcnoi uKsomwni BONA FIDE momms "THE WOOD"
TAYEDIGGS OMAR EPPS RICHARD T. JONES SEAN NELSON
MAU FINN «n EMILY SCHWEBER
PILAR MCCURRY SDARRYLE JOHNSON “S JOHN CARTER, ui
S ROGER FORTUNE uo MAXINE SHEPARD SS STEVEN BERNSTEIN r.,«SDOUGLAS CURTIS
SS5w KAN TOEFLER
ALBERT BERGER RONYERXA DAVID GALE ‘"B RICK FAMUYIWAmo FOOD BOYD
™ ™RICKEAMOYIWA "“nRICKFAMUYIWA
www.thervoodmovie.com

NOW
SHOWING!

SOUNDTRACK ALBUM AVAllABli ON JIVE RECORDS
AMC THEATRES

COUNTRYSIDE 6

2591 State Road 580
796-2278

AMC THEATRES

TYRONE SQUARE 6
66th St. & 22nd Ave.
347-9777

'

-SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTNO PASSES OR DISCOUNT
TICKETS ACCEPTED

Marcus Vance, Trey 8, and C’Rena
Come celebrate 45 years of playing your favorite hits and keeping

you informed
Tickets available at all Ticket Master Outlets or order by phone.

Call Ticket Masters at (813) 287-8844
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r~St. Pete7?, ^Gainesville^ F~ Ocala
Final Rites

j^Final Rites

Final Rites

Myrick, Riviera Beach; an

TYLER, OLLIE MAE

uncle; 15 grandchildren; 15

LEWIS, died July 3, 1999.
Survivors include three daugh

great-grandchildren;

three

godchildren; several nieces,
nephews, other relatives and
friends. Summers Funeral

Things We Cannot Understand

dren; 20 great-grandchildren;
14 great-great grandchildren;

BING,
THELBERT
HENDERSON, died July 9,
1999. Survivors include two

Home, Ocala.

ROBERTS, DOROTHY,

two best friends, Lillian
Brooks, Ft McCoy and Belair

sons, Robert (Cynthia) Bing,

died July 10,1999. Survivors
include her husband, Isaac

family members and friends.

and Erroyl (Angelean) Bing;

one daughter, Kim (Anthony)
Wingate; three grandchildren;

‘Buddy’ Roberts, Sr., Ocala;
four sons; three daughters; one
brother; 21 grandchildren; four

several aunts, uncles, nieces,
nephews, cousing, other rela
tives, wonderful neighbors and

/
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COLLIER,
LOVETT,
died July '3, 1999. Survivors
include his wife, Iona Lane;
sons,

two

Dwight

Dean

(Stephanie), Talladega, AL,
Eric Collirer, St Petersbuig;

three daughters, Teresa Collier
and Vanessa Blake, St Peters

BRAND, ALVIN LEO,
died July 8, 1999. Survivors
include his mother, Maty F.

Reaves, Gainesville; seven

two daughters; one stepson;

brothers, including his twin

brother, Calvin Qeo; six sis

her parents, Willie J. and
Errima Mae Howard, Red

ters; two aunts; one uncle; sev
eral nieces, nephews, cousins

dick; four sisters; one brother;
her grandparents; her great

WASHINGTON, ROSA

and sorrowing friends. Chest

grandfather; three aunts; four

• MAE, died July 3,1999. Sur

nut Funeral Home, Gaines

uncles; two great aunts; two
grandchildren; several nieces,

vivors include her husband,

PERRY, EMMITT E.,
SR., died July 5, 1999. Sur
vivors include his wife,
Teretha Perry, Gainesville;

Aaron Washington, Reddick;
seven sons; six daughters; sev
eral grandchildren, greatgrands and great-great grands;

nephews, goddaughters, other
cousins and caring friends.

Cunningham Funeral Home,
Ocala.

three godchildren; one great
goddaughter and great godson;

several aunts, uncles, nieces,

four daughters; three sons;17
grandchildren; twenty great

nephews and friends. Sum
mers Funeral Home, Cicala.

grandchildren; three nieces; six

and nephews, cousins and sor
rowing friends. Chestnut
STEWART, RUTH DOU
GLAS, died July 7,1999. Sur
vivors include Kiser Stewart,
Ocala; one sister, Estella

Funeral Home, Gainesville.

POPE, HORACE MED
VIN, died July 7, 1999; Sur

Dolores JaCkson, New York

brothers; two sisters; six grand

one son, Horace; four brothers;

children; an uncle and aunt

two sisters; Several nieces,

one aunt and uncle; 53 grand
children; 52 great-grandchil

many
nieces,
nephews,
cousins and sorrowing friends.
Creal Funeral Home, St,

nephews, cousins and sorrow
ing friends. Chestnut Funeral
Home; Gainesville.

Petersbuig.

Resurrection

friends. McRae Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.
STEPHENS, VALENTI

NA, died July 6, 1999. Sur
vivors indude her son, Thayer
D. Stephens, Las Vegas, NV;
two sisters, Nancy K. Knowles
and Charlie Mae Owens, St.
‘Petersburg; two brothers;

Nathaniel and Charlie Mells,
St. Petersburg; eight nieces;

one nephew; several ^unts, one

uncle, two great uncles, three
great aunts; a companion,

and

several

cousins

and

friends. Creal Funeral Home,

St Petersburg

Funeral Home, PA.
"Your Friends Who Care"

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding"

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 ATAFFORDABLE PRICES

Limousine Rental Service

351-0566 ...... .......Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.
2238 NW 10th St...................... Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475............................... Notary

Public

dren; 35 great-great grandchil

McGRAW, WILLIE, died
July 12; 1999. Survivors
include his wife, Ethel
McGraw; a son, Freddie Lee
(Ernestine) Worthy, Ft Laud

erdale;

a

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS

dren; several nieces, nephews,
cousins, other relatives and
friends. Summers Funeral
Home, Ocala.

stepson,Leonard

WITH PERPETUAL CARE

iSfeww
I

CREMATION IS AVAILABLE
*
A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

shore friends and
loved ones There will
greet me who have
journeyed on before.
And I’ll see
my blest Redeemer
Wondrous Savior,
Guide and friend, Arid
together we’ll all
journey through the
ages without end.

18 N.W. 8th Avenue .

Creal Funeral
I
Homes
1 Seventh Avenue Chapel

1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
I
896-2602
.

M.L King St. Chapel
I 2025 Dr Ml. King street South
Dr.

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

State Approved Pre-Funeral
|

fe

Arrangement Plan

Burial Service • Funeral Service

t

...................................................... (352) 372-2537

P.O. Box 592 .............................................................. ..

732-5353

732-5354
732-5355

.(352) 377-6128

Gainesville, FL32602 ............................................. Fax: (352) 377-5678

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

"T---------------------------------- T
"The SOLDIERS of SERVICE"

Providing PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

Burial, Cremation,
Shipping, Graveside
Services, Memorials,
Notary, PreArranaements.
Floral Designs, Grief
Counseling, and Legal

"PERFECTING
Service,
PROTECTING
Families Wishes,
and
PREARRANGING
for the FUTURE"

/

Services

Cremation Service • Shipping Service
Serving From 7Wo Convenient Locations

Licensed Funeral
Directors

Charles S. Chestnut, III, LED., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, LED.

Larry M. Saunders, LED.

When my
numbered days have
ended and I’ve
reached the farther

DWAYNE E. MATT, L.F.D.

ZION HIIX MORTUARY
1700 49th Street South St; Petersburg, Florida 33707

Nathaniel Pitts, Largo; two
godsons; one goddaughter;

CUNNINGHAM'S

City; three sons; five daugh

SARA, died July7,1999. Sur

Galvester Gamer, Albany, GA;
and several other relatives arid

The family that prays
together, stays together.

(Si/mmers Htineral ‘Jiome

ters; two adopted daughters;

Dollarson,

Helen Steiner Rice

nephews; several grand nieces

Thomas, St Petersburg three

Minnie

Time is not measured by the years that you live
But by the deeds that you do and the joy that you give —
And each day as it comes brings a chance to each one
To love to the fullest, leaving nothing undone
That would brighten the life or lighten the load
Of some weary traveler lost on Life’s Road —
So what does it matter how long we may live
If as long as we live we unselfishly give.

friends. Summers Funeral
Home, Ocala.

Elaine R. Chamberlin-Pope,
Starke; one daughter, Trade;

burg;

The Joy of Unselfish Giving

other relatives and sorrowing

Tampa; his mother, Daisy

vivors include cousins, Ethel
Pounds, Khalilah Haamid,
Emma Gamer; Daniela andChristine Gamer, St. Peters

Home,

aunts, uncles, godchildren,

vivors include his fiancee,

SARIETHA

Funeral

Ocala.

nieces, nephews, cousins and

burg, and Seneca Crawford,

MAYS,

Summers

FRAZIER, BARBARA
HOWARD, died July 6,1999.
Survivors include her hus
band, Nehemiah Lee Frazier;

ville.

•

Crim, Ocala; several other

great-grandchildren; several

dear friends. Creal Funeral

Home, St Petersburg.

There are many things in life
that w.e cannot understand,
But we must trust God’s judgment
and be guided by His hand,
And all who have God’s blessings
can rest safely in His care,
, For He promises safe passage
on the wings of faith and prayer!

ters and two sons; three god
daughters; seven grandchil

328-0466

felt’s all taken care of’
These were the Words that

brought calm to me when my

SMITH FUNERAL HOME
Since 1987

family member passed away.

She had already taken care

"Taking Time To Serve Others"

ofher funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.

There are oyer 50 decisions

We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and

to make at the death of a

found out that not only was

loved one

the funeral paid for--it was

at prices that were in effect

Young’s
Funeral
\ J, Home
A Full Service Firm
Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

442-2388

Your first decision may be

at the time she made the

the most important one

arrangements. What a
savings—What a peace of
mind.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden

on your family, contact McRae F uneral Home today and discuss

how you can gurantee the future price at today's cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005

’

Consider us first
for

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South - StPetersburg, Florida 33705
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
2-11-21
22-39-40

ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division .
Office is .Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon.. Wed., Fri. Only

The Hospice
OF THE FLORIIM SUNCXMST
tanngjor PmeOas County. Flondu since W?

500 East Bay Drive • Largo. Florida 33770-377C

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

A Unique Profession!!

CAR-JACKING
Is

A Dangerous Problefri

Hands-on care of the

terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)

FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms

& HHA./CNAs

CALL

CASH 3
700 461 823
985
362 150 469

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND

(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432

ACCOUNTING SUPERVISOR: Bachelors degree in Acctg.,
Finance, or Business plus 2 yrs. general/public acctg. One yr.
Supervisory experience. Responsible for day to day accounting
functions and supervision of Accts. Payable and Payroll.
HUMAN RESOURCES SUPERVISOR: Bachelors degree in
related field or HR certification. 3 yrs. HR experience plus one
yr. Supervisory experience. Responsible for employee relations,
recruitment, hiring, training, and supervision of benefits admin
istration.

Resumes to 2960 Roosevelt Blvd., Clw., FL 33760 or FAX (727)
536-7867 DFWP/EOE

300 E. Bay Drive

Largo, FL 33770-3770

TARPON SPRINGS MANOR

(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St S.

1 BD $325-$383 EFF. $277-$326
Federal Preference, 62 yrs.
Handicapped - Disabled.
Close to bus stop, shops,
banks, P.O.
Min. Monthly Income - $900
E.H.O. (727) 934-3496

donqxabti^atiom. UJo cc/f-H

8-4 2-6 3-1
5-2 3-> 4-6

Atudznti ^~W(io Oft.

'avE

Aaaas-iiTuLLu (2omh.Ls.tLti

Advertise In The Tampa
Edition Of

EZ <Sc!ioo£

c^f-noth

r~ahr~"
Copy

auE corf- ''Jiin-

Submitted

In

^JiLLEd, <Sa^E cSummET.

Must Be

(Ojallenger

Type

YOU can make
a difference !
Help support
our paper by
patronizing our
advertisers !

• Business Ads
• Birthday Pictures
• Special Section Ads
Advertise In The
Paper That's
Challenging Your

F1

Published

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, StPetersburg, FL 33705

Competition

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months

T^A^di>

Name
Address
State.
City----. Zip Code,
Phone______________________________________
Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?.

A^ A/fz
fe-

Due to the rising costs of printing
Carrier Delivery will now be:

1 Year -$18.00
6 Months - $9.00

Make checks payable to: The Weekly Challenger

REWARD
For any information
leading to the person

or persons responsi
ble for vandalizing
the-Weekly
Challenger newspa

PLACE YOER
5 rLASSJFfEDAO
fe
TODAY!
fe
Stop by the
Weekly Challenger
offlee:
^2500 - 9th Street S.
5 St. Petersburg
au • A • A* A*^k*^k* JS*

per boxes,
CaU 396-2922 with

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

any information.

Thank You...

ATTENTION

R

B,FORE BUYING, BUILDING OR RENOVAT-

ERTY.

OR

Having

problems with:

appointment NOW.

an i

■

WAG DESIGNS
15 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712
(813)327-1935

fe

at the following locations:

fe

fe

IN TAMPA
• Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
• Jackson Foods, 34th Street
• Cole Barber Shop, 3407 c. Buffalo Avenue
• College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
•
•
•
•

Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza
Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street

N„ 248-5683
• Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
• Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
• Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street
• Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska
• Anderson Nail Salon, 34th Street
• Silver Dollar Grocery, 40th Street
Myrick’s Barber Shop, Buffalo Avenue
Cut Rate Liquor, 155th Street and 26th
Gold Star Station, Nebraska and Columbua
Blue Ribbon Grocery, Columbus
Food Mart, Columbus and Blvd.

• Prince Grocery, Columbus and Blvd.
• Sav-Mor, Rome and Chestnut
• Mary Bethune Hirise, West Union St.
• Tampa Housing, West Union St.

3NING • BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT (BOA)

• environmental Development
Commission (EDC) • Code
<
enforcement
BuilBing Dept. - PERMITS
Consult with us first, call for

You can find The Weekly Challenger

•
•
•
•
•

1S COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL PROP
'S

fe

2

1

IF YOU
HAVE
DIABETES,
TAKE A
CLOSER
LOOK AT
YOI

written
Or Will
Not Be

SCHOOL IS OUT
DRIVE WITH CARE

• Church Ads

AGENCY FOR HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION
REGISTERED NURSE SPECIALIST
SALARY: $15.85 hourly
OTHER PERSONAL SERVICES

FAMILY SERVICE CENTERS OF PINELLAS

CITY OF

Carlto
1 Join's
John's Barber Shop, 1400 N. Greenwood
Ave.
• Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)
• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty
• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3
• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
• MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
• Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.

• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
• Condon Gardens Housing Authority

• MaccaBee's Restaurant & Lounge
• Safehouse, N. Betty Lane
• Ross Norton Recreation Center
• Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza
• North Greenwood Library

IN LARGO
• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461

IN CLEARWATER
• Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.

Ulmerton Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
• Helm & Sons Cafe
• Rudy's Rib Shack

• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.
• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.

• Handy Comer Foods, 2325 119th St. N.
• Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd.

• Eva's Beauty Box, comer of Greenwood &

utnui intitnn of iuu>
Write: 2020 Vision Place, Bethesda, MD 20892-3655

Position #905294
Deadline Date: 8/2/99

Full time position. Surveys health care facilities for compliance with
State and Federal regulations. Min. qual. Lie. as a professional RN in
accordance with FS 464 or elig. to practice nsg. in accordance with
EA.C 210-827 & 3 yrs. of prof. nsg. exp. inch one yr. of prof. exp. in
a specialty field as determined by the employing agency. Employee
must successfully complete the Surveyor Minimum Qualifications Test
within the first 12 mon. of employment as req. by the Soc. Sec. Act.
Employees are usually hired at minimum of salary range.

Please submit a State of Florida employment application to:
Billy L. Snyder
Agency for Health Care Administration
Glades Building #201
877 Executive Center Drive West
St. Petersburg, FL 33702
OR:
Through World Wide Web/INTERNET at: http.//Jobsdirect .State.fl.us
If you need an accommodation because of a disability in order to par
ticipate in the application/selection process, please notify the hiring
authority in advance.
EEO/AA/ADA/VP

CONSUL

TRAINING

NOTICE OF SALE
Professional Lien & Title
Service Corp, will sell at
public sale at auction the fol
lowing vessel(s) pursuant to
section 328.17 of Florida
Statutes. The highest bidder,
provided the sale price is
greater than 50% of the fair
marked value and subject to
any and all recorded mort
gages. On 08/06/99 at 10:00

A.M.
Location: 8410 N.W. 53 Terr.
Ste. 102 Miami FL 33166.
Inspect one week prior to
auction at lienor’s address.
As is. Where is.
LOT 5487
1972 PENN YAM H.I.N.
PYBVM148M73G FL Reg.
#: FL3133CE Customer:
Aurelio Gutierrez, 320 N/W.
12 Ave. Miami FL 33125]
Owner: Newton Munson
Ellison, 655 42 Ave. North
Saint
Petes FL 33703
Lienholder: None
Located at: Jaime’s Auto
Service, 137 N.E. 20 St.
Miami FL 33137
PH: (305) 573-0611 Lienor
claims a lien and cash sum
sufficient to redeem the ves
sel is $8,995.00
Any person(s) claiming any
interests) in the above ves
sels)
should
contact
Professional Lien & Title
Service Corp. 8410 NW 53
Terr., Ste. 102, Miami, FL
33166. PH: (305). 592-6090.
AB0001060. All auctions are
held with reserve.

TANT - trains human ser
vice personnel in Pinellas
County,’ coordinates confer
ences, & meets with social
service agencies. Bachelor's
degree in adult education,
counseling or related human
services field. Master's de
gree preferred. Four years
experience in human services/education,
two
of
which may substitute for
Master's degree. Proficient in
word processing software,
youth development or child
development arid knowledge
of group dynamics/process
& meeting facilitation. Abili
ty to work flexible hours &
multiple locations. Hiring
range up to $33,481.80. Applications/Resumes will be
reviewed beginning 7/23/99

- POSITION OPEN UN
TIL FILLED. Send resumes
to Personnel, Juvenile Wel
fare Board, 6698 68th Ave.
N, Pinellas Park, FL 337815060. Equal Opportunity

Employer
ORACLE

FULLTIME to teach Oracle
courses

MONDAY @ 4:00 P.M.

in

Developer

&

Database Admin, programs.

Bachelor's degree & Oracle
industry

quired.

certification

re

PART-TIME

to

teach Introduction to Oracle,

Oracle Database Admin. &
Development

Oracle

PL/

SQL. Associate's & Oracle

Industry

News deadline is

INSTRUC

TORS

each

certification

course.

for

REVIEW:

7/30/99. Request an applica

tion: reynoldsk@spjc.edu or

phone (727) 341-3220. St.

Petersburg Junior College.
EOE

VOC/A HOROSCOPE

a

Aries

raHF

Taurus

Libra
September 23 fo October 22

March 21 to Aprf119

Thanks to brilliant sunshine
in yoiir chart, you’ll-feel like singing! Say
goodbye to ^regrets on the 28th and
smile. On the 29'th, an apparent set
back at work could turn out to be a
blessing in disguise.

April 20 to May 20

L

When the full moon eclipse on
the 28th triggers a career breakthrough,
your job search could reach a blissful end.
Throw yourself into home improvements
With gusto. Surprise! His gift on the 29th
could make wedding bells ring.

While Venus spins her Wheels,
take a break from all that socializing to
pause and quietly reflect—-the key to your
future success could lie in the past. On the
28th, someone else’s loss could be your
phenomenal gain!

il£ Scorpio
October 23 to November 21

J _

With Mars fanning passion’s
flames, you and your mate could rekindle
that honeymoon magic. Been distracted?
Never fear: after the 28th, you’ll regain
your focus and topple personal and pro
fessional obstacles With finesse!

Gemini

Sagittarius

May 21 to June 21

November 22 to December 21

^Whether you blame moonlight
or his ardent overtures for your pounding
pulse on the 24th, you’re bound to enjoy
one of the most romantic nights of your
life. Don’t fall for any sales pitches on the
26th. Travel shines on the 28th.

When the full moon eclipse
lights your transportation zone on the 28th,
you could drive home in a shiny, new car.
Tip: skip the cruise-control option—you
were born to navigate! On the 29th, your
career could suddenly zoom skyward.

Capricorn

Cancer

December 22 to January 19

June 22 to July 22

Under the full moon eclipse on
the 28th, you’ll face a new financial real
ity; if you’ve been letting loans to friends
slide, it’s time to get real—and tough!
Beware of promising more than you can
deliver on the 29th.

July 23 to August 22

Get ready to learn you re
stronger and braver than you imagined!
When a full moon eclipse illuminates your
sign on the 28th, you could decide to call
it quits in a key relationship—protect your
self if finances are involved.

a H Virg<JO

August 23to
!
23 to September
22

Take advantage of Venus’ ret
rograde to clear the air in your relation
ship—straightforward talk could bring you
closer than ever. Don’t want to settle for
less at work? With powerful plahets boost
ing your confidence, you won’t have to!

While Venus twirls retrograde,
you could visit a place that’s (until now)
only existed in your imagination. Passion
soars into the ozone on the 25th. On the
28th. you could say “good riddance” to a
long-standing financial drain—whew!

S:

Aquarius
January 20 to February 18

If you’ve been looking *°r
answers or a hew direction, the full moon
eclipse in your sign on the 28th will happi
ly end the search. Vow to forget the past
and make love your present-tense prior
ity, and you can’t go wrong!

Pisces
j

February 19 to March 20

\ You’ve been pouring lots of time
and energy into something (or someone)
that isn’t returning the investment—but that
ends on the 28th! With Mars in Scorpio
boosting your confidence and drive, noth
ing can stand between you and happiness.
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All Items in this seciioin are good
Saturday & Sun day

W-D Brand®, “Aged”
U.S. Choice, 1/8Ui-inch IHm
5 lbs. or more.

U.S. Choice

Harvest Fresh
Iceberg Lettuce

In our fresh
produce department

Pampers Disposable

Diapers

Convenience Packs,
Size 1 to 5
Limit 4 w/ $10 purchase*

Arrow Regular

Liquid Bleach

, Galion jug
.Imil 4 w/ $10 purchase*

Prices good Wednesday, July 21, thru Tuesday, July 27, 1999.
We accept: MasterCard® VISA® Discover® ATM®
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1999. WINN-DIXIE STORES. INC
Ad " dlccUva ,n Ux, toltarea.unU.K: I Inland. 1 la,to, I Icman*. I „llslxfe,gh..Manalae. Itete. Paso,

Saraaau,,

TAMPA DIVISION

Q)|fcl. ChaitoU(! and

;

,,c|u,

iilcohol or ioIkicco pixxlucls.

■

